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PREFACE

This Report – Critical Voices. UNESCO’s Instru-

the Report contain relatively lengthy quotes

ments in Defence of Freedom of Expression

from these basic texts. On the basis of the

of Artists, Journalists and Scientific Research-

review, we provide a number of conclusions,

ers – has been drafted by the Permanent

propose a renewed UNESCO vision and set

Delegation of Denmark to United Nations

out 25 specific recommendations for further

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-

strengthening UNESCO’s human rights work.

tion (UNESCO). During the process, we have

In so doing, we seek to set an agenda and

benefitted from financial support from the

to spur further discussions among Member

Nordic Culture Fund, for which we are very

States, National Human Rights Institutions

grateful. We have also drawn on data filtered

(NHRIs), civil society organizations (CSOs) and

by the Danish Institute for Human Rights in

the UNESCO Secretariat. Neither the detailed

relation to the Universal Periodic Review of

analysis nor the specific recommendations

the Human Rights Council. Furthermore, in

represent official positions of the Danish

the drafting process, a number of colleagues

Government.

and experts have provided comments on

The Report covers a broad agenda. Still,

various drafts of the Report, which have un-

there are a number of issues which have

doubtedly helped us to focus and improve

not been addressed, or have only been ad-

the outcome. For all these contributions,

dressed in a fairly brief manner. This per-

we remain thankful.

tains especially to the issue of everyone’s

In the Report, we review and analyze

right to “freedom of opinion and expression”

some of UNESCO’s human rights-related

as set out in Article 19 of the UDHR, and the

legal instruments. Reviewing these nor-

right to freely “participate in the cultural life

mative texts has only confirmed their per-

of the community, to enjoy the arts and to

tinence and relevance in tackling some of

share in scientific advancement and its ben-

today’s most pressing issues in the area of

efits”, as stated in article 27. We have in the

freedom of expression, not least in the con-

Report consistently tried to focus on the right

text of COVID-19. For the purpose of raising

to freedom of expression for members of

stakeholders’ awareness of the rich con-

the three professional groups (artists, jour-

tent of these instruments, some parts of

nalists and scientific researchers), not on
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the broader – equally important – right of

gender-sensitive indicators to enable assess-

members of the public at large to enjoy and

ment of gender equality both in the media

benefit from the outcomes of these profes-

sector and in the creative industries.

sional processes. Likewise, in our efforts to

Finally, the new threats posed by digital-

sharpen the focus of the report, we only

ization and the increase in online communi-

touch upon a modest part of the legal

cation, especially radicalization, hate speech

framework on the right of access to informa-

and libel, could also have been developed

tion. In the same way, we have not gone into

in much greater detail.

detail with regard to the trade-related and
commercial aspects of the work of the vari-

The Report presents various options and

ous professions, with the exception of the

possible steps to be taken in order to protect

role of government support in the creation

– and further strengthen – the right to free-

of an enabling environment, in financial and

dom of expression for three key professional

economic terms, for the three professions.

groups, artists, journalists and scientific re-

We have also sidestepped the broader
role of the CR Committee and the so-called
104-Procedure

within

UNESCO,

searchers, within the mandate of UNESCO.
There are most surely other ways to reach

through

this goal, but we hope that the reflections,

which the Organization (its Member States)

conclusions and recommendations of this

deals with individual complaints concerning

Report will help pave the way for a contin-

alleged violations of human rights in its fields

uation of this discussion and a re-invention

of competence, including Articles 19 and 27

of UNESCO as a human rights organization.

of the UDHR. This procedure is a challenging

We invite all interested parties to make

subject, which may call for a detailed study

use of the Report and its recommendations

of its own, and it has not been possible to

as best they can. Hopefully, it will lead to dis-

integrate it in this Report.

cussions among Member States and further

We also readily admit that the gender

positive changes in how human right are in-

aspects could have been developed much

tegrated into the work of UNESCO. We will be

further, as sexism and misogyny continue

ready to take part in such discussions.

to be a deplorable fact of professional life
in all countries, and as women artists, jour-

Permanent Delegation of Denmark

nalists and scientific researchers are gen-

to UNESCO

erally subject to more intimidation, intolerance and outright threats than their male
colleagues. UNESCO has developed global
frameworks across all three sectors to facilitate an enabling environment for gender equality. This includes flagship activities
such as the L’Oréal-UNESCO for Women in
Science Programme as well as the UNESCO

October 2021
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During the UNESCO General Conference in

critical functions as independently, honestly

November 2019, Member States made a

and fairly as possible.

number of interventions in various contexts,

The COVID-19 pandemic has only empha-

expressing deep concern about the visibly

sized – and further enlarged – the problem

shrinking space in many countries – in all re-

of a shrinking space for these professional

gions – with regard to freedom of expressi-

groups. As the coronavirus has spread around

on of those artists, journalists and scientific

the world with unprecedented speed and

researchers who, based on their professio-

dramatic consequences, so has the tempta-

nal standards and ethics, and in pursuit of

tions of many governments to utilize the CO-

reason, truth, factual evidence and the free

VID-19 crisis – and their obligation to impose

exchange of ideas, often expressed voices

relevant emergency measures, as appropria-

of dissent, provided uncomfortable insights

te – in ways that are going beyond what was

and/or challenged traditional points of view.

and is necessary, based on the principles of

These three professional groups all play a

necessity, transparency, legality, proportiona-

vital role as catalysts of open and democra-

lity and other restraints, developed as part of

tic dialogue and discussion in society. They

international human rights law.

contribute with new ideas, new approaches,

As documented in Chapter 1, many

key insights and – especially for journalists –

governments have used the COVID-19 pan-

with means to safeguard the rule of law and

demic to impose measures which go beyond

maintain a system of political accountability,

what the health situation called for, restric-

where civil society can play a decisive role in

ting not least freedom of expression – espe-

holding public officials accountable. They re-

cially for artists, journalists and scientific

present the critical voices that are part and

researchers – in ways that cannot be reaso-

parcel of public discourse, innovation and

nably argued in the context of the pandemic.

progress. At the same time, members of the

Some of these measures are obvious, others

three professions are subject to professional

less so. Deviations from a full return to the

standards – artists maybe less formally than

ex ante normalcy once the pandemic comes

journalists and scientific researchers – to

under control, will need to be scrutinized

ensure that their practitioners execute their

carefully. The international legal framework
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indicates that the UN system has a role to

UNESCO has since then developed a number

play in this regard.

of specific instruments dealing with the rights
and professional standards of the three pro-

On this basis, it is both critical and time-

fessional groups within the core mandate

ly to promote a renewed UNESCO vision of

of the organization:

a cross-sectoral approach to freedom of
expression for artists, journalist and scien-

— The UNESCO Recommendation Concer-

tific researchers. UNESCO has a number of

ning the Status of the Artist (1980) and the

instruments that can be further utilized to

Convention on the Protection and Promo-

counter the increasing number of serious

tion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressi-

threats to members of these professional

ons (2005);

groups. Bringing evidence to the attention of

— Decisions of the UNESCO International

the international community is important –

Programme for the Development of Com-

regardless of whether these threats concern

munication, IPDC (1980), and resolutions

killings or other forms of attacks on artists,

of the UNESCO Executive Board and the

scientific researchers and journalists such as

General Conference, as well as internati-

kidnapping, enforced disappearance, arbi-

onal frameworks such as the UN Plan of

trary detention and torture, or they concern

Action for the Safety of Journalists and the

indirect interferences and underlying causes

Issue of Impunity (2012); and

in the form of vulnerability of media, culture
or science.
UNESCO has a rich history as one of the
key organizations engaged in the develop-

— The UNESCO Recommendation on Science and Scientific Researchers (2017),
replacing the Recommendation on the
Status of Scientific Researchers (1974).

ment of the 1948 Universal Declaration on
Human Rights (UDHR). UNESCO’s contributi-

In respect of these three categories of pro-

on to the UDHR, as explained in Chapter 2,

fessionals there are a number of professional

was especially important with regard to the

codes, guidelines or quality assurance prac-

philosophical base of human rights – under-

tices, often formalized at national level, but

lining the universality of human rights and

developed on the basis of international stan-

their foundation in the inherent dignity of

dards as discussed and codified among each

men and women. Among the human rights

individual category of professionals. The-

identified by the UNESCO Committee was

se standards define the boundaries within

freedom of expression – the right to informa-

which professional freedom of expression

tion, the right to freedom of thought and to

is exercised.

free inquiry, the right to express one-self, and
the freedom of speech, assembly, associati-

Artists: Based on a review (Chapter 3) of the

on, worship and the press.

workings of the UNESCO Recommendation
Concerning the Status of the Artist (1980)
and the Convention on the Protection and
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Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural

well as international frameworks such as the

Expressions (2005), the Report points to

UN Plan of Action for the Safety of Journalists

some critical areas:

and the Issue of Impunity, the Report points
to the following critical areas:

— The need for more Member States/State
Parties to fulfil their reporting obligations

— The need for closer collaboration bet-

under the 1980 Recommendation and the

ween the UNESCO Secretariat, Member

2005 Convention, and for those reports to

States and CSOs and NHRIs, including

be thorough, more self-critical and broad-

associations of media professionals and

ly framed;

journalists, to enhance and detail the

— The need for a framework for civil society

data underlying the wider analysis of the

involvement, at national level, not only in

evolution of media freedom globally and

the replies to the questionnaires submit-

in each Member State, including “media

ted to State Parties to the 2005 Conventi-

capture”. This would also allow for a more

on, but also in relation to the preparation

direct engagement of UNESCO in provi-

of Member States’ reporting on the 1980

ding the necessary analytical assessment

Recommendation;

of the effects of COVID-19-related govern-

— The need to further improve civil society participation in the reporting of State
Parties to the 2005 Convention; and

ment interventions on freedom of expression in relation to media;
— The need to consider either similar Plans

— The furthering of UNESCO (Secretariat)

of Action for artists and scientific resear-

monitoring of global developments and

chers, or to further develop the existing

trends, as well as development at natio-

UN Plan of Action to include artists and

nal level, based both on the reporting of

scientific researchers as well. It would

States and other sources of information.

also be warranted to expand the focus

This will necessitate more funding, as

of the UNESCO Director-General’s public

appropriate, and not only from volun-

statements and regular report to cover

tary sources, for future Global Reports.

not only killings of journalists, but also

More detailed indicators based on the

“any physical violence against journalists”

new moitoring framework to assess

in conformity with the mandate of the

implementation may also be needed,

General Conference in 1997;

as may encouragement of stronger civil
society participation.

— The need for UNESCO to further encourage all Member States to engage with the
organization, and not least in responding

Journalists: Based on a review (Chapter 4) of

to their obligations to investigate, and

the UNESCO International Programme for the

bring to justice, perpetrators of the said

Development of Communication, IPDC (1980)

crimes against society: not only killings of

and the decisions of the Executive Board and

journalists, but also other forms of severe

resolutions of the General Conference, as

violations (attacks, detention, prosecution, imprisonment etc.).
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Scientific researchers: Based on a review

situation in all countries, seen through the

(Chapter 5) of the 2017 Recommendation

lenses of other Member States. The UPR

on Science and Scientific Researchers, the

peer review cannot stand alone as a human

Report points to the following critical areas:

rights monitoring mechanism, but it is a significant add-on to the work of Treaty Bodies,

— The need to create a more systematic approach for the involvement of civil society

Special Rapporteurs and the Human Rights
Council itself.

in the process of developing Member States’ replies to the UNESCO questionnaire,

Based on a review of all the UPR recommen-

including formal hearings of relevant CSO

dations in relation to the human rights of

parties and professional organizations at

artists, journalists and scientific researchers,

national level and the inclusion in the Se-

which have been accepted by Member States

cretariat’s data base of “shadow reports”

since the start of the UPR – a filtering of re-

from those parties on Member States’ im-

levant data, carried out by the Danish Insti-

plementation of the Recommendation;

tute for Human Rights – the Report identifies

— The need for the Director-General’s re-

certain critical areas:

port to reflect not only the answers given
to the questionnaires, but also to include

— The need for all Member States to ad-

other data from CSOs and professional

dress the overall balance in their UPR

associations, available to UNESCO, con-

recommendations, and to emphasize

cerning the situation in Member States

more strongly, if they so wish, recommen-

with regard to the freedom of expression

dations related to artistic and scientific

of scientific researchers, which could be

freedom;

done through global reports and/or world
trend reports; and

— The need for more precision in recommendations, in order to improve the pos-

— The need for UNESCO in its analysis to

sibilities for realistic and practical moni-

focus especially on the consequences of

toring of the implementation of accepted

COVID-19 with respect to limitations on

recommendations. This also relates to

scientific freedom, and on the communi-

specific recommendations on freedom

cation of scientific analysis and results.

of expression of the three professional
groups;

The Report argues for the creation of closer

— The need to reflect on how to improve

relations between UNESCO’s human rights

UNESCO’s input to the UPR process. This

instruments and the broader UN human

is an important part of the ‘inspirational

rights system, especially the Universal Pe-

catalogue’ of various human rights chal-

riodic Review of the Human Rights Council

lenges that Member States should care-

(Chapter 6). The UPR has become one of the

fully consider in order to further focus

key institutions for dialogue between Mem-

their recommendations.

ber States with respect to the human rights
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On the basis of the analysis and conclusions

these appoint focal points for the issue of

in Chapters 1-6, the Report – in Chapter 7 –

safety of artists, journalists and scientific

proposes a renewed inter-sectoral vision and

researchers.

three strategic directions for UNESCO’s futu-

— To strengthen UNESCO’s engagement in

re human rights work; areas where UNESCO,

UN coordination in order, inter alia, to

Member States and civil society should work

consider the feasibility of a UN endorse-

more closely and actively together:

ment of action plans for artists and scientific researchers, in addition to journalists,

— To raise awareness about the human

and to explore the possibility of getting

rights-related work of UNESCO through

UN human rights bodies to deal with the

more visibility and a stronger profile in

three professional groups in a holistic

condemning cases of violence and attacks

manner. This might call for further enga-

on artists, journalist and scientific resear-

gement of, and dialogue with, UN expert

chers, but also through stronger empha-

bodies and mandate holders.

sis on requesting information from Member States regarding unresolved killings

Within these three strategic directions, the

of journalists. Member States should re-

Report puts forward 25 specific recommen-

spond in kind, by stepping up their efforts

dations, of which 13 are directed to UNE-

to prevent any form of attacks on artists,

SCO, eight to Member States and four to civil

journalists and scientific researchers. And

society.

civil society should increase its global
message in this regard.
— To improve monitoring within the relevant UNESCO instruments in relation to
the rights of artists, journalists and scientific researchers, especially their freedom
of expression, and with a strong focus on
the safety of members of these three professional groups. Improved data collection, including a specific focus on COVID-19
related issues, is called for in relation to all
Member States, as is a broadening of the
scope for UNESCO’s monitoring of serious
attacks on journalists to not only include
killings, but also physical attacks, disappearances, torture, arbitrary detention and
kidnapping, and on indirect interferences. As part of an improved dialogue with
Member States, it is also suggested that

These recommendations are set out on pp 85
to 93 of the Report.
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CHAPTER 1:
COVID-19 AND FREEDOM
OF EXPRESSION
The COVID-19 pandemic has been a global

vaccination schemes – allowing a full return

health crisis, sending shock waves through-

to “normal” as before the pandemic.

out the world. For more than 18 months

There is a fine line between, on one hand,

so far between early 2020 and the autumn

undertaking what is generally accepted by

of 2021, all governments have faced unprec-

governments and the public at large to be

edented challenges in their response to the

necessary actions in an emergency, setting

pandemic. This has been the case both in

aside or derogating certain rights and free-

relation to their management of healthcare

doms – and, on the other hand, utilizing the

capacities, and in their efforts in general to

pandemic to limit fundamental rights over

actively limit the spread of the infectious

and above what the situation prescribes and

virus in societies, and to reduce the num-

also maintaining restrictions for longer than

ber of fatalities and seriously affected peo-

necessary. Natural disasters, pandemics, civil

ple. Governments have had to restrict the

strife and unrest can all justify derogation by

mobility of people, often in very serious and

governments from established human rights

impactful ways, ordering people to stay at

– something that would (or should) be un-

home and imposing severe limitations with

thinkable under more normal circumstances.

regard to the assembly of people, indoor as

Derogations during a state of emergen-

well as outdoor.

cy must be of an exceptional and temporary

The emergency character of the situation

nature, and must meet two fundamental

has led to severe restrictions in almost all

preconditions before they can be invoked.

societies. While some people across the world

Firstly, the situation must amount to a public

have staged protests against some COV-

emergency that threatens the life of the na-

ID-19 measures, most citizens have generally

tion in question. Secondly, the government

accepted these restrictions, agreeing that

must have officially proclaimed a state of

they were rational, understandable and

emergency and further communicated the

proportionate. At the same time, citizens at

date of the derogation’s termination, in line

large clearly expect all restrictions to be lifted

with the International Covenant on Civil and

ultimately when the pandemic becomes more

Political Rights (ICCPR), article 4(3). In addi-

manageable – primarily through extensive

tion, some rights – for instance the right to
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life (ICCPR, article 6), free consent to medical

and other stakeholders in decision making

or scientific experimentation (article 7) and

will often have to be shortened and replaced

the right to freedom of thought, conscience

by speedy action, which is not always based

2

and religion (article 18) – are non-derogable.

on as thorough an analysis of pros and

Other limitations can be undertaken and

cons as would normally be expected. The

sustained, even when the State has not de-

concepts of “emergency action” and “emer-

clared a state of emergency, when fulfilling

gency powers” also bypass the established

the criteria of legality, legitimate aim and

systems of checks and balances, stressing

necessity. In principle, such legitimate limita-

the executive role of governments and public

tions are not necessarily time bound, but the

authorities, at the cost of the legislative role

proportionality and necessity test may imply

of parliaments and the judicial role of courts

that after a certain period, these criteria can

and legal systems.

no longer be met. In a democratic society,
such limitations would always be based on

We often talk of the press and the news

the rule of law; they would be legitimate and

media as the “fourth estate”. In the context

proportionate given the circumstances, and

of COVID-19, that term could also include

they would be lifted as soon as the situation

scientists potentially addressing the pub-

improves – or even on a step-by-step basis

lic in media and artists also making use of

as the situation gradually improves. This im-

news media to disseminate their work to a

plies that limitations should be reviewed and

much larger audience than would otherwise

their continued relevance analyzed period-

be privy to it. With respect to government

ically. The Human Rights Committee’s state-

restrictions of this “fourth estate” it is possi-

ment in connection with the COVID-19 pan-

ble to formulate a number of key questions

demic specifically underlines that “freedom

in relation to COVID-19:

of expression and access to information and
a civic space where a public debate can be held

— To what extent may governments, in

constitute important safeguards for ensuring

this kind of health emergency, impose

that States Parties resorting to emergen-

restrictions on the media concerning

cy powers in connection with the COVID-19

their reporting on various aspects of

pandemic comply with their obligations”.

the pandemic, including governments’

3

These issues are especially pertinent to

responses to it?

the freedom of expression of artists, jour-

— Are governments or public authorities

nalists and scientific researchers, as certain

allowed to prevent scientific researchers

restrictions may arguably be in order to avoid

from speaking freely of their concerns

unnecessary public disorder or to prevent a

– as peer-reviewed scientists – about

loss of trust in public authorities – trust that is
necessary in order to overcome the pandem-

response strategies related to COVID-19?
— By

what

means

may

governments

ic. The usual “public debate” and established

justify the repression of artistic voices

legislative processes involving civil society

seeking

to

engage

critically

with
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issues relating to the pandemic and

unfettered discretion on officials. Secretly

responses to it?

adopted restrictions fail this fundamental

— Can and should governments be held

requirement.

The

assurance

of

legality

accountable for any non-compliance with

should generally involve the oversight of

requirements, criteria and procedures for

independent judicial authorities.

freedom of expression derogations or

According to the principle of “necessi-

limitations established by international

ty and proportionality”, governments bear

legal standards when resorting to state

the burden of proving a direct and immedi-

of emergency powers to cope with the

ate connection between the expression and

COVID-19 pandemic?

the threat. They must demonstrate that the

— Since one way of raising trust in author-

restriction actually protects, or is likely to

ities is through providing transparent

protect, the legitimate state interest at stake.

and accurate information, why did many

Governments must also prove that the re-

States introduce overall restrictions to the

strictions that they seek to impose are the

right to access information, mainly guar-

least intrusive instruments among those that

anteed via freedom of expression laws?

might achieve the same protective function.
Where the harm to freedom of expression

Freedom of opinion and freedom of expres-

outweighs the benefits, a restriction on that

sion are closely linked with the freedom to

right cannot be justified.4

seek, receive and impart information and

To be lawful, a restriction must further

ideas, as outlined in Article 19 of both the

protect only those interests enumerated in

Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Article 19 (3) of the ICCPR, that is, the rights

(UDHR) and the ICCPR (see Chapter 2).

or reputations of others, national security or

Under international human rights law

public order, or public health or morals. The

governments can impose restrictions on

UN Human Rights Committee has cautioned

certain human rights to protect public health

that restrictions to protect “public morals”

and safety. In other words, the exercise of

should not derive “exclusively from a single

the right to seek, receive and impart infor-

tradition”, seeking to ensure that restrictions

mation may be subject to certain restrictions

reflect the principles of non-discrimination

provided these are necessary to respect

and the universality of rights.

the rights of others and to protect national
security, public order, or public health.

In its General Comment No. 34, the UN
Human Rights Committee also states that “it

Restrictions must, however, also be “pro-

is not compatible with paragraph 3 [of arti-

vided by law”: be adopted by regular legal

cle 19], for instance, to invoke [treason] laws

processes, drafted with sufficient precision

to suppress or withhold from the public in-

to enable individuals to regulate their con-

formation of legitimate public interest that

duct accordingly, and be made accessible to

does not harm national security or to pros-

the public. Restrictions may not be unduly

ecute journalists, researchers, environmental

vague or overbroad such that it could confer

activists, human rights defenders, or others,
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peaceful assembly and association. In almost every country monitored, some kind

A number of countries, from various regions,

of state of emergency was imposed to curb

have adopted legislation that criminalizes

the spread of COVID-19. However, some of

commentary related to the pandemic and

these measures were frequently used as a

have subsequently prosecuted people for

pretext to violate human rights more broadly,

spreading what was seen as false news or

including by securty forces using excessive

obstruction of government decisions. It

force to enforce them.8

should be noted that freedom of opinion is
seen as more protected than freedom to im-

Artists have in a number of cases faced

part information. However, in specific cases

repercussions – censorship, attacks on their

such as the spread of conspiracy theories re-

physical integrity, threats and harassment,

lated to COVID-19, which combine commen-

administrative and legal fines, suspensions

tary, falsehoods and facts, creating false con-

from cultural professional bodies, or dam-

nections, the distinction becomes blurred.

ages and destruction of their works – for

While an opinion should ideally rest on reliable

expressions characterized as “misinforma-

information, it may also be unfounded, or

tion” about the COVID-19 pandemic, “likely

even based on incorrect information. In this

to cause panic” during a public health crisis.

grey zone, some governments have conflated

By stifling criticism by artists, some authori-

the issues, hence leading to a lack of preci-

ties seem to have ‘weaponized’ the pandemic

sion for citizens about what is actually illegal.6

against freedom of expression in the artis-

European

tic field. This has led to a widespread dete-

countries, have conflated the public health

Some

countries,

including

rioration of core democratic principles and

crisis with national security concerns, rush-

the rise of authoritarianism. Such actions

ing through national security legislation or

run counter to the obligations of govern-

bolstering, or threatening to bolster, surveil-

ments “to publicly condemn, and prosecute,

lance capabilities. Furthermore, a number of

perpetrators of violence and threats against

authorities have punished those who have

artists, audiences and cultural workers, so

criticized government actions on COVID-19,

as to ensure that violators do not enjoy

have exposed violations in response to it, or

impunity”, as it was formulated in the UNE-

have questioned the official narrative around

SCO 2005 Convention Report (2018 Edition).

it. Hundreds of people have been detained

A number of artists have been detained,

arbitrarily and, in some cases, charged and

prosecuted or imprisoned for being vocal

prosecuted. In some countries, the govern-

about the way the pandemic has been han-

ment have used the pandemic as a pretext

dled in their countries. Visual artists have

to clamp down on unrelated criticism.

been disproportionately targeted, constitut-

7

Some governments have taken advantage

ing one quarter of all violations related to

of the COVID-19 pandemic to intensify restric-

COVID-19. Especially cartoonists faced con-

tions on the rights to freedom of expression,

sequences for their satirical commentaries
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on the pandemic, and one country even

abroad without permission even though the

appeared especially keen to monitor the

only legal requirement for returnees was

work of cartoonists across the world who

mandatory quarantine with which the artist

covered that specific country’s handling of

had complied.11

the COVID-19 situation. This pulls threads to

In another country, an internationally

the question to what extent it is legitimate

renowned cartoonist was arrested under a

to link COVID-19-related actions to those

recently introduced law for publishing a se-

situations that normally involve hate speech

ries of cartoons of politicians and their lives

and physical hate crimes.9

during the time of COVID-19. This law has

A court in a country sentenced a young

been criticized by various UN Human Rights

person to prison for posting a video, imitating

bodies for being vague and overly broad,

a law enforcement official forcing people to

and for being used to punish criticism of the

respect the COVID-19 restrictions, and allud-

government. During his imprisonment, three

ing to police brutality. Citing an increase in at-

UN Special Rapporteurs called for the release

tacks on medical staff dealing with COVID-19,

of the cartoonist on medical grounds. After

the president of another country announced

being imprisoned for over 10 months, the

a new law prescribing harsher penalties for

cartoonist was finally released bearing the

assaulting health workers. Before this an-

marks of torture on his body.12

nouncement, a court had sentenced a folk
music singer to 18 months of prison and a

Journalists have been subject to restrictions

fine for a video about the country’s response

and attempts to control their activities in the

to COVID-19, deemed to contain an alleged

COVID-19 pandemic. At the same time, the

verbal attack on medical staff.10

critical role of the media has been more im-

A new election code of conduct was intro-

portant than ever. In a situation where gov-

duced in one country, citing non-compliance

ernmental power increase at the expense of

with COVID-19 regulations by candidates

the legislative branch, media platforms will

and banning campaign activities. Artists who

often be the most important place to pro-

supported the opposition became targets of

vide a possibility for dissent and give voice to

arrest and arbitrary detentions. Examples

critical questions in relation to governments’

include a filmmaker who was arrested for

crisis management and response strategies.

filming a documentary; an author who was

During the pandemic, an increasing num-

arrested twice under COVID-19-related accu-

ber of governments have attacked the mes-

sations of “an act aimed to spread a disease”

senger and limited reporting rather than

– for writing a novel on high-level corruption

acted responsively on information disclosed.

in a fictitious country; and a dancehall artist

The UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of

who was arrested upon return from a neigh-

expression has reported on some of the

bouring country where he had chanted an

most concerning categories of attacks on

opposition slogan. He was accused of vio-

journalism: police intimidation of journalists

lating the COVID-19 regulations by travelling

reporting on the pandemic, detention and
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questioning of journalists, and other forms

reportedly forcibly fed through a tube by

of repression of media workers conducting

detention centre authorities. Furthermore,

fact-finding inquiries concerning COVID-19.

the journalist’s lawyer stated that she had

While the global nature of the COVID-19 crisis

been forced to wear shackles and have her

makes it imperative for reporting to be avail-

hands restrained for 24 hours a day for at

able across borders, there have also been

least three months. In December 2020, she

a number of reported instances of hostility

was sentenced to four years in prison for

directed by governments at foreign press

“picking quarrels and provoking trouble”.17

representatives, taking steps to interfere with

Journalists in other countries have also

reporting on COVID-19 from the interna-

been harassed for criticizing their govern-

tional press.13 A recent UNESCO issue brief

ments’ response to COVID-19.18 Another illus-

points out that “during the COVID-19 health

trative example is the case of a country’s local

crisis, many governments around the world

government officials who launched smear

imposed harsh measures on foreign and

campaigns against a journalist who reported

local media to control public narratives”.14

on the lack of beds for COVID-19 patients.19

During the pandemic, moreover, jour-

Journalists reporting on demonstrations re-

nalists already subjected to arbitrary and

lated to COVID-19 have been faced with a no-

unlawful detention, have faced addition-

table escalation of attacks. While a UNESCO

al risks to their health and lives. WHO has

brief on the topic reports 32 instances of at-

stated that “people deprived of their liber-

tacks in one full year (2019), the number during

ty, and those living or working in enclosed

the first half year of 2020 already amounts to

environments in their close proximity, are

21 instances.20 Members of a country’s inter-

likely to be more vulnerable to … COVID-19 …

nal security forces attacked a correspondent

than the general population”.

of a media outlet, severely beating him, which

15

A number of international Non-govern-

necessitated his transfer to hospital, while

mental Organizations (NGOs) – including

covering a protest against economic con-

International Press Institute (IPI), Reporters

ditions and the extension of the general

Without Borders (RSF), Article 19 and the

closure decision.21

Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) – track

Other forms of attack by police officials

the impact of COVID-19 on freedom of ex-

have also been observed. For instance, a

pression of journalists. Their reports are

national police chief in one country brought

regularly updated, and bear witness to the

a suit against a media co-founder for com-

widespread actions of many governments

ments that criticized the lack of health

to curtail media freedom.

protection provided to the national police.

In May 2020 for instance, in one country a

The journalist had tweeted that police officers

citizen journalist reporting on the govern-

were seriously exposed to the virus and were

ment’s response to COVID-19 was detained.

given insufficient protective measures. The

The journalist tried to protest her deten-

police chief sued the journalist for violating

tion by going on a hunger strike, but was

privacy according to the country’s criminal

16
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code, accusing the journalist of discrediting

scientific work, including attempts to restrict

and dishonouring the police on Twitter.

research and the flow of information about

22

The editorial independence of media is

the virus.27 Some academics, health workers

also being challenged by governments in a

and scientists voicing criticism of govern-

number of countries. A country’s media regu-

mental responses to COVID-19 have been

latory body has put pressure on TV channels,

subjected to various attacks and/or intimi-

sending them private messages not to air

dations. This clearly contradicts the respon-

footage of over-crowded congresses by the

sibility of states, according to the 2017 Rec-

ruling political party. The events had been

ommendation, “to facilitate that the scientific

highly criticized for being held during the pan-

researchers freely develop and contribute

demic at the risk of increase in infections. The

to sharing data; for taking measures so that

regulatory body asked broadcasters to show

benefits resulting from any research and its

“empty streets” instead.23 Another illustrative

applications are shared with society; and for

example is that of a press agency in a country

providing moral support and public recog-

being forced, since the beginning of 2021, to

nition conducive to successful performance

operate without public funds guaranteed to

by scientific researchers”.28

it under two separate laws. The contractual

In one country, a former senior adviser to

dispute manufactured by the government is

the President issued serious life-threatening

played out with the aim of forcing the agen-

statements directed towards a senior gov-

cy to submit to greater government control.

ernment health official and infectious disease

Recently, the country’s supreme court issued

expert. These serious threats against the

a judgement confirming that the state has a

medical expert necessitated his constant

duty to fund the agency in line with the agen-

personal protection by law enforcement

During the pandemic,

agents.29 The President of the country in

the European Federation of Journalists (EFJ)

question called the medical expert an “idiot”

has called on governments to support jour-

and “a disaster” for presenting scientifically

nalists in an independent way with emer-

based comments on COVID-19.30

cy’s business plan.

24

gency reliefs and recovery plans. The Feder-

Some countries withheld or stopped

ation has published a database mapping the

publishing

COVID-19-related

information,

financial support that media outlets and

while others disregarded the World Health

journalists have received.25

Organization (WHO) public health guidance.
Some governments also expelled senior

Scientific researchers have faced differ-

WHO staff members from their countries.31

ent reactions. Some have become global

During a crucial WHO mission, important

heroes, as they have taken part in the de-

data was withheld from the WHO mission

velopment of vaccines, with new vaccine

whose objective was to study the origins

technology being introduced and tested at

of COVID-19, according to WHO Director-

Others have experi-

General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus.32

enced restrictions in their COVID-19-related

Science is always in process, meaning

breathtaking speed.

26
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that evidence can change. Advance in scien-

cooperation, we have also seen cases where

tific knowledge depends on freedom of ex-

scientists have been prevented from speak-

pression and access to information. At any

ing freely. In one country, the Ministry of

given point in time, there is evidence as to

Education issued a directive stating that

what is true, false and still unknown. Hence,

scientific papers about the origins of COV-

what is at stake is the risk of certain pieces of

ID-19 must go through several governmental

evidence being given inviolate status, with

vetting stages before being published.37 In

criminal sanction for questioning them or

another country, police and prosecutors

posting different interpretations. Denial of

during COVID-19 started targeting outspo-

scientific evidence related to COVID-19 has

ken scholars.38 Also, whistleblowing health

been a matter of great concern in a number

workers have been targeted for retaliation,

of countries. It challenges the right to access

as in another country healthcare workers

information, and puts public health at risk.

have faced reprisals for raising concerns

Having either downplayed the risk of the

over shortage of necessary equipment,

coronavirus, or advocated treatments with-

lack of training, low pay or unsafe working

out a scientific basis or openly flouted public

conditions.39

health restrictions, some world leaders have

Numbers keep changing as the pandem-

acted against the UNESCO recommendation

ic progresses, but in one year – according to

to recognize that they, as employers of scien-

some reports – 561 artists were attacked, and

tific researchers, have a leading responsibili-

272 professionals from the world of research

ty and should set an example.33 This can be

were attacked.40

illustrated by a few examples:
In one country, the President thus

The common thread in these reported

ridiculed worries about the pandemic and

restrictions on freedom of expression of

described it as a “psychosis”, and suggested

artists, journalists and scientific researchers

driving tractors, going to saunas and drinking

is that they do not pursue neither a lawful

vodka to fight the virus.34 In another country,

nor legitimate or proportionate purpose as

the President advanced the idea of taking

stipulated in Article 19 (3) of the ICCPR.

the drug chloroquine as preventive medicine

In general, attacks on artists, journalists

against COVID-19, despite medical warnings

and scientific researchers have a chilling

about the use of the malaria drug.35 In a third

effect on the freedom of expression across

country, the President consistently down-

all three sectors. Hence, international calls

played COVID-19 and described it as “a little

have been made for full investigations of all

flu” while accusing media organizations of

threats and attacks, and for perpetrators to

causing hysteria.36

be brought to justice.

While the mapping of the virus, and later

Taking into account the interlinkages

of its variants, has triggered open access to

with scientific freedom, the Special Rappor-

information, as part of freedom of expres-

teur in the field of cultural rights has called

sion, and increased international scientific

for public health officials to be recognized as
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acting human rights defenders in a pandem-

worsening state of the economy, and leads to

ic given their roles in protecting the rights to

increased economic and financial pressure

life, health and science. For them personally,

on the professional groups in question.

but also in order that they may defend the

As an illustrative example, it is worth

rights of others, their human rights must be

mentioning that a constitutional court of a

respected and ensured. The Special Rappor-

country deemed that a legislative decree,

teur calls for full investigations of all threats

signed by the President, on reducing hours

and attacks against public health officials,

of broadcasting, which was enacted under

and perpetrators must be brought to justice

the emergency powers in the context of the

in accordance with international standards.

COVID-19 pandemic, was unconstitution-

Governments must make clear that such

al. The rationale behind the regulation, as

actions are beyond the pale.

stated by the Ministry, was to avoid greater

41

economic pressure on media operators and

MEDIA CAPTURE

artists. The court stated, in its decision, that
television is an essential public service with

Many governments around the world have

a profound capacity to influence society and,

thus used the pandemic and its ensuing

therefore, with a widespread power to im-

public health crisis as an excuse to adopt

pact the exercise of freedom of expression,

restrictive legal provisions that limit the free-

the right to inform and be informed, the

dom of expression, beyond what interna-

right to communication and the guarantee of

tional human rights instruments allow for.

democratic participation. It considered that

At the same time, the profound economic

the right to culture, based on constitution-

crisis triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic

al mandates and international instruments,

has also pushed many states into economic

imposes on the State the obligation to respect,

recession, for shorter or longer time, and re-

protect, promote and guarantee access, par-

covery is likely to remain uneven across the

ticipation and contribution to culture for

world, and within regions.42 This has – and

all, within the framework of recognition and

is likely to continue to have – an impact on

respect for ethnic and cultural diversity.46

the funding in areas that are critical for the

UNESCO has reported that the “COVID-19

work environment and conditions of art-

crisis further strains the viability of the me-

ists43, journalists44 and scientists45. The com-

dia sector, forcing many media outlets, es-

bination of new and harmful restrictions and

pecially those with no access to public funds

an increased lack of financial viability make

and that are most vulnerable to capture, to

these professional groups vulnerable to

either lay off large parts of their staff and

government control and to compromising

trim their operations, or fold altogether”.47

their professional standards. To put it blunt-

This situation presents an increased risk

ly: increased direct or indirect governmen-

of widespread increase in “media capture”:

tal control results in a weakening of profes-

a phenomenon which UNESCO identifies

sional independence. This is amplified by a

“as one of the greatest threats to editorial
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independence as well as to professional

jobs”, how economic circumstances have

standards” – in addition to the issue of safety

forced artists to consider giving up their

of journalists.

creative work.50

“Media capture” is a form of overpow-

The field of scientific research has also

ering control of the media that leads to

been touched severely, as the crisis has pro-

a shrinking of journalistic autonomy and

duced unprecedented financial challeng-

undermines journalism as a public good.

es for many universities, threatening some

The rise of new restrictive legal provisions,

institutions with permanent closure.51 At

exacerbated by the COVID-19 crisis, is one

the same time, we witness how resources,

factor that will most likely contribute to an

more than ever before, are being channelled

increase in media capture around the world

to COVID-19-related research. Other types

in the coming years. Further to this, UNESCO

of research have faced increased funding

points to shifts in funding as another trend

challenges or even been grounded to a halt.52

that is likely to increase media capture in the

International calls for action have been

future. While economic setbacks may pre-

made in response to this situation. The UN

vent states from increasing funding to media,

Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights

research indicates that goverments will

has proposed a framework for action, point-

remain key media funders, hence maintain-

ing to the urgency of responding in terms of

ing their position as key players in the media

funding and support for artistic and cultural

industry – and providing for opportunities

sectors and those who work in them; and the

to increase control.48 On the other hand, if

Rapporteur has stressed that budget cuts in

proper safeguards to guarantee editorial

the culture sector should be avoided.53

independence are introduced, government

Likewise, governments have been en-

funding could be one of the solutions to

couraged to include journalism among the

the media viability crisis. 49

financing priorities during and after the
COVID-19 pandemic; and it has been suggest-

While the notion of media capture applies

ed that journalists should enjoy more finan-

to the media sector, it is worth considering

cial security. To prevent economic pressures

the risks of capture in the science and culture

used to control media outlets and to avoid

sectors as well. Besides reporting on attacks

media capture, states are being encouraged

on artists and scientists, the UN Special

to put in place and enforce rules on fair and

Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights

transparent allocation of government fund-

has pointed out that “the economic crisis

ing; and finally independent oversight mech-

accompanying the pandemic has had dis-

anisms have been promoted as good practice

proportionate effects on the cultural sectors

to ensure that such rules are implemented.54

and those who work in them”. The Rappor-

Most international reports on violations

teur has furthermore noted how officials in

of human rights and on freedom of expres-

some countries had suggested that “those

sion focus almost entirely on media freedom,

working in the arts should simply get other

with limited reference to (self)censorship,
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persecution or silencing of artists and sci-

first time), and recognized that the “monitor-

entists. This is partly due to the fact that

ing bodies of the United Nations and global

availability of data – especially concerning

treaties may seem to be marginal to the pur-

scientists, and to some extent also artists

suit of academic freedom”, but at the same

– is limited, and that this data relies on bits

time stated that “they are not”. The Rappor-

and pieces from various reports, or occa-

teur’s remark indicates that global awareness

sionally reporting in news media. Systemat-

of the relevance of UN monitoring bodies

ic global monitoring of violations of artistic

in this field should be strengthened.

and scientific freedom is primarily carried

The Special Rapporteur recommended

out by a small number of CSOs who moni-

that the international human rights mech-

tor, document and/or systematically address

anisms should ensure that reviews of state

violations of scientists and artists’ right to

compliance include consideration of aca-

freedom of expression.55

demic freedom; and should seek out cases of

It has been highlighted by some of

academic freedom. CSOs, especially academ-

the CSOs in the area of artistic freedom of

ic communities, were encouraged by the

expression that there is no established and

Special Rapporteur to “articulate claims of

connected community of freedom of ex-

violation of academic freedom” – and “those

pression activists in the cultural sector; that

who believe that their rights to academic

threats to artistic freedom are underreported

freedom have been subjected to unwar-

by comparison to threats to journalists and

ranted interference are encouraged to bring

other media professionals; that there is often

their claims to the attention of the special

a disproportionate focus on one country to

procedure mandate holders of the Human

the exclusion of others; and that this leads

Rights Council, UNESCO, relevant human

to a limited picture of the true scale of the

rights treaty bodies and other regional and

problem, in particular physical threats.56 It

international bodies”.58

is worth noting that research indicates that

Since a number of governments are us-

the safety of journalists has developed and

ing the COVID-19 pandemic to take intrusive

benefited from the strength of a formal UN

measures to limit freedom of expression, ex-

framework – the UN Plan of Action on the

ternal scrutiny and accountability are becom-

Safety of Journalists – to tackle the need

ing extraordinarily important. Taking into

for strengthening mobilization and strategic

consideration the current monitoring chal-

organization of stakeholders.

lenge as described above, there is a need to

57

In recent years, the Special Rapporteur

seize new monitoring and reporting oppor-

in the field of cultural rights has increasingly

tunities. This is key to better understanding

addressed the challenge of artistic freedom

the extent of the problem of COVID-19 re-

of expression and the right to science and

strictions, and to holding states accountable

scientific freedom. Moreover, in 2020, the

for compliance with their obligations to

Special Rapporteur on freedom of expres-

provide an enabling work environment for

sion reported on academic freedom (for the

artists, journalists and scientific researchers.
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CHAPTER 2:
HUMAN RIGHTS
IN UNESCO
The human and political importance of

objective truth, and in the free exchange of

human rights globally and the recognition

ideas and knowledge,” and if they were

of human rights as one of the three pillars

determined to develop and increase the

of the United Nations – together with peace

means of communication that would make

and security and development – are based

such pursuit and free exchange possible.

on the Charter of the United Nations and the

The purpose of UNESCO, as formula-

Universal Declaration of Human Rights

ted in Article I of the Constitution, was to

(UDHR), adopted by the UN General Assem-

promote collaboration among nations “in

bly in December 1948. It was the first of many

order to further universal respect for justice,

United Nations human rights instruments.

for the rule of law and for the human rights

UNESCO, founded in London on 16 Novem-

and fundamental freedoms”, affirmed by the

ber 1945, played a significant role in the

Charter of the United Nations. Advancement

framing and formulation of the UDHR.

of education, science and culture – and of

The UNESCO Constitution set out the

knowledge as such – thus served the pur-

universal values of the new international

pose of enabling all citizens in all countries

organization for education, science and cul-

to live their lives independently, with inte-

ture. It reflected the devastating experien-

grity, in their diversity, and in carrying the

ces of the Second World War and provided

responsibilities of freedom.

assurances of a better future to come. The

The main focus of the UNESCO Constitu-

first famous words of the Preamble set the

tion was on the maintenance, increase and

stage, “Since wars begin in the minds of men,

diffusion of knowledge and of culture, and

it is in the minds of men that the defences

to overcome barriers to such efforts through

of peace must be constructed”. All human

international cooperation.

beings across the world were to overcome

The UN Charter, adopted in San Francisco

ignorance, prejudice and mistrust of each

a few months before the UNESCO Constitu-

other; they were to stand by the democratic

tion, focused primarily on establishing an

principles of dignity, equality and mutual re-

international framework for the peaceful

spect. This could only be achieved if all coun-

settlement of disputes through a collecti-

tries believed in “the unrestricted pursuit of

ve security arrangement, anchored in the
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United Nations Security Council (UNSC).

July 1948. Already in July 1947, however,

Although adding promotion and respect

the UNESCO Committee on the Philosophic

for human rights as one of the purposes of

Principles of Human Rights issued a prepa-

international cooperation and the United

ratory document – titled The Grounds of an

Nations, the Charter had only limited referen-

International Declaration of Human Rights

ces to human rights, but it reaffirmed faith

– and forwarded this to the UN Commission

in fundamental human rights, in the dignity

of Human Rights, so as to influence its

and worth of the human person, and in the

deliberations of the UDHR to be.

equal rights of men and women. A number of

The UNESCO paper highlighted, inter

Member States took the initiative to expand

alia, that the basic faith in freedom and de-

and further the elaboration of human rights,

mocracy was founded on the inherent dignity

based on the values and overriding princip-

of men and women. On the issue of liberty

les of the UN Charter. The UN Commission of

the paper stated that “by liberty they mean

Human Rights was established in 1946, and

more than only the absence of restraint. They

entrusted with the preparation and drafting

mean also the positive organization of the so-

of a general declaration of human rights to

cial and economic conditions within which

be put before the General Assembly.

men can participate to a maximum as active
members of the community …. This liberty

The United Nations Commission on Human

can have meaning only under democratic

Rights and its Drafting Committee worked

conditions, for only in democracy is liberty set

diligently on the formulation of what was

in that context of equality which makes it

to be adopted, in the Palais de Chaillot in

an opportunity for all men and not only for

Paris on 10 December 1948, as the Universal

some men. Democratic liberty is a liberty

Declaration of Human Rights. As part of

which does not distinguish by age or sex,

these discussions, UNESCO provided in-

by race or language or creed, between the

valuable

rights of one man and the rights of another”.60

contributions

by

consulting

philosophers and thinkers all over the
world – and by assembling their repli-

The UNESCO contribution further stated

es, not least with respect to the philoso-

that “human rights have become, and must

phic base of human rights. As stated by

remain, universal… not only because there

the leading figure in this process, Jacques

are no fundamental differences among men,

Maritain, UNESCO attempted to establish

but also because the great society and the

“the rational interpretation and justification

community of all men has become a real and

of those rights of the individual which

effective power”. Among the human rights

society must respect”.59

listed in the text, and of particular relevance

The final report of the UNESCO Commission – based on a wealth of contributions
from distinguished scholars and philosophers around the world – was published in

for this report, were:
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— The right to information (“to the fullest

between individual civil and political rights

and most accurate information from

and fundamental freedoms on the one hand,

all relevant sources”);

and economic, social and cultural rights on

— The rights to freedom of thought and to

the other. Human rights encompass both

free inquiry (“to hold such doctrines as he

dimensions, as was already stated in the

judges to be true” – not to be “hindered in

UNESCO report of 1947, but political expedi-

the pursuit of knowledge or in communi-

ency has often led to different emphasizes,

cating the results of his inquiries…”);

not least during the Cold War (1946-89). The

— The right to express one-self (“the right to

Vienna Declaration and Programme of Acti-

express himself in art and science…”); and

on of 1993, however, provided a universally

— Freedom of speech, assembly, associa-

accepted affirmation of human rights after

tion, worship and the press (both “in the

the end of the Cold War, clarifying in Article

exercise of his right to political action…

5 that “all human rights are universal, indi-

[and in] his right to self-expression, man

visible and interdependent and interrela-

has the right to set forth his ideas and to

ted. The international community must tre-

seek to persuade others to accept them”).

at human rights globally in a fair and equal
manner, on the same footing, and with the

The UDHR was adopted on 10 December

same emphasis. While the significance of

1948 with 48 votes in favour, none against

national and regional particularities and va-

and eight abstentions. The main empha-

rious historical, cultural and religious back-

sis of the UDHR is on individual rights and

grounds must be borne in mind, it is the

fundamental freedoms, and on civil and

duty of States, regardless of their political,

political rights, which are defined fairly pre-

economic and cultural systems, to promo-

cisely in Articles 4-21, while economic, social

te and protect all human rights and funda-

and cultural rights are formulated in more

mental freedoms”. All states have a duty to

general terms in Articles 22-27. Two broa-

promote and protect all human rights and

der Covenants – on Civil and Political Rights

fundamental freedoms, regardless of their

(ICCPR) and on Economic, Social and Cultural

political, economic and cultural systems.

Rights (ICESCR) – detailing the scope of the

The UDHR stated, in Article 1, that “all

UDHR were adopted in 1966. In the meanti-

human beings are born free and equal in

me, the UN General Assembly also adopted

dignity and rights. They are endowed with

a number of more specific human rights

reason and conscience and should act

conventions, among which are the Conven-

towards one another in a spirit of bro-

tions on Racial Discrimination (1966), on

therhood”.

Discrimination of Women (1979) and on the

“Everyone has the right to freedom of opi-

Rights of the Child (1989).

nion and expression; this right includes

There

has

been

a

long

Article

19

emphasized

that

discussion

freedom to hold opinions without inter-

within the United Nations, not so much on

ference and to seek, receive and impart

the rights themselves, as on the balance

information and ideas through any media
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and regardless of frontiers”.

adherence to professional standards. Most
countries have laws on defamation of indi-

These defined individual rights became the

viduals, whereby persons can incur liabili-

basis for freedom of expression as a core

ty for spreading false rumours or making

human right for everyone. In the ICCPR this

false accusations against others. This is

is further elaborated, in Article 19 of the

considered necessary in order to provide the

Covenant:

natural protection of other people’s similar rights and freedoms as stipulated in the

— Everyone shall have the right to hold
opinions without interference.

ICCPR. Only those interests and rights that
are compatible with the nature and princip-

— Everyone shall have the right to freedom

les of democratic societies should be deemed

of expression; this right shall include

acceptable.62 Pornographic material is pro-

freedom to seek, receive and impart

hibited in many countries on moral grounds

information and ideas of all kinds, regard-

and is not covered by the provision of

less of frontiers, either orally, in writing

freedom of expression, as indicated in para

or in print, in the form of art, or through

3 (b) above, just as national security consi-

any other media of his choice.

derations can restrict how freely citizens can

— The exercise of the rights provided for in

express themselves in certain situations.

para 2 of this article carries with it special

Racist expressions are also not covered

duties and responsibilities. It may there-

by freedom of expression. In many countries

fore be subject to certain restrictions, but

there are legal provisions making it a crimi-

these shall only be such as are provided

nal offence to threaten, insult, or denigrate

by law, and are necessary:

others on the ground of their race, skin co-

a. For respect of the rights or reputation

lour or ethnic origin, religion or sexual orien-

of others;

tation. Countries often also have laws against

b. For the protection of national securi-

blasphemy, making it a criminal offence to

ty or of public order, or of public health

ridicule or insult religious teachings or the

or morals.

worship of God. Precisely what that means
for the limits of freedom of expression is nor-

These last points are further qualified in

mally a matter for the courts to interpret and

Article 20 of the ICCPR, which also limits

decide, often based on an assessment of the

freedom of expression by stating that “Any

extent of the insulting behaviour or its thre-

propaganda for war shall be prohibited by

at to public order. In a number of countries

law”, and that “Any advocacy of national,

such laws are rarely enforced, as freedom of

racial or religious hatred that constitutes

expression here is more broadly defined and

incitement to discrimination, hostility or

restrictions few, and strictly guided by the

violence shall be prohibited by law”.61

ICCPR, para 20 (2): that the expressions

Freedom of expression is thus not ab-

prohibited by law shall be limited to those that

solute as a human right, but carries with it

specifically can be categorized as “hate speech”
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in relation to nationality, race or religion and

For UNESCO, having contributed very active-

which contain direct incitement to discrimi-

ly to the formulation of these universal and

nation, hostility or violence in this context.63

inherent human rights norms and standards,

Central to the question of whether hate

freedom of expression is, of course, part

speech rises to the threshold of being

and parcel of the strong legal and intellec-

criminal relates to the severity of the speech

tual foundation of the organization. If scien-

in question. The Rabat Plan of Action, com-

ce, art and the public exchange of ideas in

piled by experts at a meeting coordinated

general are to progress to the benefit of all,

by the Office of the High Commissioner

it is a necessity to provide the strongest pos-

for Human Rights (OHCHR), proposes a six-

sible framework for freedom of expression

part threshold test to establish whether

of such ideas, and to reduce limitations of

expression is criminally prohibited.

freedom of expression to the bare minimum

64

These limitations only emphasize that
freedom of expression, like other human

set out in the foundational and universal
human rights instruments, cited above.

rights, is crucial for the freedom and digni-

As indicated in the UNESCO Strategy on

ty of everyone. There is an obligation for all

Human Rights, adopted in 2003, “UNESCO

states to ensure that these rights, including

has a constitutional mandate to contribute

freedom of expression, are valid for all in-

to the promotion of all human rights. At the

dividuals, everywhere and at any time: The

same time, it has special responsibility with

“human rights of human beings should be

regard to certain rights; in particular the

protected by the rule of law”, as stated in the

right to education, the right to participate in

preamble of the UDHR. Freedom of expres-

cultural life, the right to freedom of opinion

sion and other human rights are not unlimi-

and expression, including the right to seek,

ted, as stated above, but the limitations must

receive and impart information, the right

be formulated within the framework of the

to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress

rights themselves as set forward in the UDHR.

and its applications”.65

It is for all Member States of the United

This report looks at the ever more impor-

Nations to promote universal respect for and

tant issue of freedom of expression of some

observance of human rights and fundamen-

of the key groups of professionals who work

tal freedoms, based on a common under-

within UNESCO’s mandate areas: artists,

standing – and not a national interpretation

journalists and other media professionals,

– and accepting that this common understan-

and scientific researchers. These professi-

ding is of the greatest importance for the full

onal groups play a key role in the advance-

realization of the pledge that governments

ment of public knowledge and information,

undertake by becoming members of the

making it relevant and accessible to all

United Nations and thus accepting the UDHR

citizens, and should not be faced with

as a universal standard.

threats to their safety or livelihood.
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Over time, UNESCO has adopted a num-

developing new ideas, insights, approa-

ber of specific legal instruments and action

ches, knowledge or paradigms; exposing

plans, and established intergovernmental

problems, or outright unlawful behaviour in

bodies that are of relevance to these three

countries, governments or more generally

professions:

with the powers that be; all this is far from
easy to bear for anyone. However, for profes-

— The UNESCO Recommendation Concer-

sionals, working on these issues, and dedica-

ning the Status of the Artist (1980); and

ted to their advancement, it is a fundamental

the Convention on the Protection and

issue to do so, and to overcome obstacles in

Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural

order to contribute to the furthering of pro-

Expressions (2005);

fessional knowledge and experience – and ul-

— Decisions of the Council of the UNESCO

timately the advancement of humankind. All

International Programme for the Devel-

states thus have an obligation to create the

opment of Communication (IPDC), of the

proper frameworks – legally and in practice

UNESCO Executive Board and resoluti-

– for these professional groups to be able to

ons of the General Conference, as well as

fully utilize their rights and their freedom of

international frameworks such as the UN

expression.

Plan of Action for the Safety of Journalists
and the Issue of Impunity (2012); and
— The UNESCO Recommendation on Science and Scientific Researchers (2017),
replacing the Recommendation on the
Status of Scientific Researchers (1974).
With relation to these three categories of
professionals there are a number of professional codes or guidelines, often formalized
at national level, but developed on the basis
of international standards as discussed and
codified among each individual category of
professionals. Through the international
standards mentioned above, UNESCO has
thus provided a set of instruments that allow
for a robust framework with regard to the
roles, rights and professional standards of
artists, journalists/media professionals and
scientific researchers.
Going against established or “official” points of view; breaking new ground or
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CHAPTER 3:
ARTISTIC FREEDOM
OF EXPRESSION
UNESCO’s primary legal instruments con-

as such, including the rights of countries to

cerning the status of artists, the rights and

adopt cultural policies that promote cultur-

professional standards inherent in the artis-

al diversity. The Convention also underlines,

tic profession, and the more principled issue

however, that this diversity can only be pro-

of artistic freedom/freedom of expression for

tected and promoted if human rights and

artists are the 1980 Recommendation Con-

fundamental freedoms, such as freedom of

cerning the Status of the Artist and the 2005

expression, information and communica-

Convention on the Protection and Promotion

tion, as well as the ability of individuals to

of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions, which

choose cultural expressions, are guaranteed

is now acceded to by around 150 countries.

[Article 2].

These two instruments are partly based

The promotion of human rights and fun-

on, and work in conjunction with, other in-

damental freedoms, including artistic free-

ternational human rights instruments sup-

dom, is one of the four goals of the Con-

porting artistic freedom – even when artis-

vention, focusing on the rights of those who

tic expressions contest or criticize political

“produce” cultural content in the form of

ideologies or systems, religions or beliefs,

cultural/artistic activities, goods and services.

and cultural as well as social norms.

The core perspective of the 2005 Conven-

Artists – whether authors, filmmakers,

tion is on the obligations of States, parties

actors, musicians, painters, sculptors, danc-

to the Convention, to create an environment

ers or others of other similar professions

providing opportunities for the creation of

– rely on freedom of thought, freedom of

cultural activities, goods and services, includ-

expression, freedom of information and

ing means of production, dissemination and

communication and the right to take part in

distribution hereof and measures aimed

cultural life as means to express themselves,

at nurturing and supporting artists and

and to impact the communities and socie-

others involved in the creation of cultural

ties – real or virtual – in which they engage

expressions [Article 6].

themselves.
The 2005 Convention focuses on the

UNESCO defines artistic freedom as “the

protection and promotion of cultural diversity

freedom to imagine, create and distribute
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diverse cultural expressions free of govern-

they have adopted in relation to the Recom-

mental censorship, political interference or

mendation. For some countries, the report-

the pressure of non-state actors”. It further

ing requirements represent a real obstacle

specifies that artistic freedom embodies a

due to lack of resources or infrastructure

bundle of rights protected under interna-

to do proper reporting. As is the case with

tional law. These include: the right to create

human rights reporting in general, these

without censorship or intimidation; the right

countries might request support from the

to have artistic work supported, distributed

UN system or from other partners in order

and remunerated; the right to freedom of

to overcome these challenges.

movement; the right to freedom of association; the right to the protection of social and
economic rights, and the right to participate
in cultural life.66
The 1980 Recommendation on the Sta-

INVOLVEMENT OF CIVIL
SOCIETY ACTORS,
NATIONALLY AND
INTERNATIONALLY

tus of the Artist points out that the arts must
be seen “in their fullest and broadest defini-

The importance of civil society is recognized

tion” and “should be an integral part of life

in Article 11 of the 2005 Convention, which

and that it is necessary and appropriate for

acknowledges “the fundamental role of civil

governments to help create and sustain

society in protecting and promoting the

not only a climate encouraging freedom of

diversity of cultural expressions”. This role

artistic expression but also the material

is further elaborated on in the Operation-

conditions facilitating the release of creative

al Guidelines of Article 11, which states that

talent” (PP5). The Recommendation calls

civil society plays an essential role in the

upon Member States to improve the profes-

implementation of the Convention. It brings

sional, social and economic status of artists

the concerns of citizens, associations and

through the implementation of policies and

enterprises to the attention of the public

measures related to training, social securi-

authorities;

ty and employment. Member States should

gramme implementation; plays a watch-

also ensure that artists are unequivocally

dog role; serves as value guardian and

accorded the protection provided for in this

innovator; as well as contributes to the

respect

achievement of greater transparency and

by

international

and

national

legislation concerning human rights.

monitors

policies

and

pro-

accountability in governance.

As with the 2005 Convention and oth-

The Convention does not itself address

er UNESCO recommendations, adopted by

the issue of direct involvement of CSOs in the

the General Conference, the Recommen-

periodic reporting, as referred to in Article 9

dation Concerning the Status of the Artist

entitled Information sharing and transpar-

is a standard-setting legal instrument and

ency and 22.IV.b. However, the Operation-

Member States are obliged to submit, at reg-

al Guidelines to the Convention’s Article 9,

ular intervals, reports on the measures that

approved by the Conference of Parties in
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2009 and later amended, contain specific

civil society is consulted and provides input

demands to Parties to consult also non-gov-

to Parties’ Periodic Reports; and whether or

ernmental actors and civil society in the

not CSOs submit information documents to

preparation of their reports.

and participate in debates of the governing

It is clearly stated that in preparing their

bodies of the Convention.68

reports under the Convention, State Parties

This is fully in line with the Operational

shall conduct multi-stakeholder consulta-

Guidelines of Article 11, para 9, which states

tions involving governmental and non-gov-

that CSOs may “participate in the meeting of

ernmental actors, in order to capture the

the bodies; be given the floor; submit writ-

entire range of existing levels of engagement

ten contributions relevant to the work… to

and sources of information. In conformity

be circulated… as information documents”.

with Article 11 of the Convention and the

Unfortunately, the potential for enhanced CSO

Operational Guidelines on the role and par-

involvement remains more or less untapped.

ticipation of civil society, State Parties must

The most recent resolution of the 2021 Con-

also ensure the involvement of civil society in

ference of Parties seeks to change this, by

the preparation of the reports according to

inviting the Intergovernmental Committee

jointly agreed modalities. The reports shall

of the 2005 Convention to look for modali-

thus indicate the way in which civil society

ties to explore new opportunities within the

participated in the drafting process.67

approved framework.69

A crucial element here may be the reference

in the reporting of States Parties is limited by

to “jointly-agreed modalities”, which stipu-

the format of questionnaires issued by UNE-

lates that it is not for states alone to define

SCO. In its latest iteration, the format of the

how CSOs shall be involved in the process.

Quadrennial Periodic Report (QPR) was based

In practice, the involvement of civil society

To assess whether “Policies and meas-

on a questionnaire to State Parties, with short

ures that promote and protect artistic free-

CSO questionnaires attached. The purpose

dom are a) established, b) evaluated and c)

of the CSO questionnaires was only to facil-

functioning” (e.g. Core Indicator 10.2 of the

itate the State Party’s reply – since it was for

Convention’s Global Monitoring Framework),

the State Party alone to decide which CSOs

UNESCO is expected to ask for information

should be invited to submit questionnaires

on “Independent bodies established to re-

to the State Party. The CSO questionnaire

ceive complaints and monitor violations to

is available online for information purposes

artistic freedom (e.g. censorship, persecu-

only; there were no open calls to civil society

tion, imprisonment)”. In addition, the 2018

for input and hence no possibility for CSOs

Global Report of the 2005 Convention, Re/

to report independently to UNESCO. Further-

shaping Cultural Policies, suggested that CSO

more, the States Parties were not requested

involvement (e.g. Core Indicator 4.3 of the

to attach the CSO replies that they received to

Convention’s Global Monitoring Framework)

their own replies, submitted to UNESCO, but

be verified by examining whether or not

only to state how the process was organized
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and which organizations had contributed (as

definition of terrorism. In addition, national

well as their contact details). Furthermore,

legislation on religious insult and blasphemy

the CSO questionnaires focused on activi-

were often used to take legal action against

ties and positive results, not on critical issues

artists, abusing their freedom of expression.70

and accountability, and primarily serve to

Yet, once again no references were made

assist States Parties to fill out more eas-

to issues and challenges to artistic freedom

ily the – by design positive – civil society-

in specific countries. The 2018 Global Report

related parts of the questionnaire.

only broke down available data on attacks
on artists at regional level, also highlighting

In its actual reporting on the 2005 Con-

that musicians and other performing artists

vention, UNESCO made use of a variety of

were comparatively more at risk than other

sources. The 2018 Global Report of the 2005

artists. The Report also noted that increasing-

Convention, Re/shaping Cultural Policies, was

ly attacks on artists and artistic freedom all

based not only on reporting from 62 States

over the world were documented; that more

Parties replying to the questionnaire but also

international NGOs and others followed

on “other types of sources”, including reports

developments closely; and that more protec-

from the UN human rights system and mon-

tive initiatives have been taken at local level,

itoring reports from international human

such as residencies in cities of refuge and

rights organizations. With respect to the pro-

grants for threatened artists.

motion of human rights and fundamental

The 2018 Report only names specific

freedoms, the focus was primarily on gender

countries when they are exemplifying good

equality and the gender gaps that persist in

policy practice. This reflects how the UNE-

almost all cultural fields in most parts of the

SCO Secretariat approaches monitoring of

world. However, in Chapter 10, the report

the implementation of the 2005 Convention,

also addressed another crucial issue – art-

as stated in the 2015 Global Report that “the

ists at risk, and the heavy increase in attacks

objective of the QPR exercise is to share in-

on artists globally over recent years.

formation and identify global trends and

The 2018 Global Report documented “a

challenges, rather than to compare or rate

significant rise” in attacks on artistic free-

Parties”.71 For more in-depth information

dom – which might also reflect the growing

on the specific countries’ implementation of

awareness of the issue. It furthermore stated

the Convention, UNESCO has made all QPRs

that “laws dealing with terrorism and state

accessible on a dedicated website. Howev-

security, criminal defamation, religion and

er, again the story that is told in the QPRs,

‘traditional values’ have been used to curb

including any challenges or issues that may

artistic and other forms of free expression.

be highlighted, is that of States Parties. Here,

Reference was made to global data showing

it is important to keep in mind that the 2018

that more than a third of the writers put on

Global Report pointed out how “there are

trial in 2016 faced charges under anti-terror

gaps between rhetoric and practice”.

laws, laws that were often imprecise in their
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Among the 22 states that cite artistic free-

creativity in the content of the art in question

dom as a legislative right in their systems,

– the concept “artist” is thus primarily one of

several nevertheless curtail this very right.

self-identification.

Conversely, countries with strong protection

In 2013, the UN Rapporteur in the field

of artistic freedoms do not necessarily have

of cultural rights described the role of the

this listed explicitly in their legislation. This

artist in society as “sometimes bringing

observation speaks for the need to bring in

counter-discourses and potential counter-

other voices, such as CSOs, to provide a more

weights to existing power centres”, which

nuanced analysis, and for the Convention’s

makes artists and artistic creativity “neces-

monitoring framework to become a truly

sary for the development of vibrant cultures

effective policy-making tool, reflecting reality

and the functioning of democratic societies”.

on the ground.

72

Artists and their expression are a finely
calibrated sensor, which may pick up, in more

THE ROLE OF ART –
AND THE RIGHTS
AND PROFESSIONAL
STANDARDS OF ARTISTS

ways than one, individual or societal distress
and/or preoccupations with certain aspects
of life in the private or public domain, or circumstances of life in general, not easily seen
or recognized by authorities or by society

UNESCO’s 1980 Recommendation on the Sta-

at large. In raising questions related to how

tus of the Artist recognizes that “the arts in

things are, or are being perceived, artists may

their fullest and broadest definition are and

change societal discourse, testing dominant

should be an integral part of life, and that it is

ideas, concepts or realities and in so doing,

necessary and appropriate for governments

they challenge existing power structures.

to help create and sustain not only a climate

The arts may thus be a societal or even po-

encouraging freedom of artistic expression

litical safety valve – and artists the eternally

but also the material conditions facilitating

famous canaries in the coalmines.73

the release of this creative talent”.
The Recommendation defines the role of

When it comes to the rights and professional

artists as creators of art that is in itself seen

standards of artists, the emphasis in the 1980

as “an integral part of life” (PP5). An artist is

Recommendation is understandably more on

“any person who creates or gives creative

the responsibilities of the duty bearer (Mem-

expression to, or re-create works of art, who

ber States) than on the artists’ rights. The

considers his artistic creation to be an essen-

rights explicitly defined from the rights hold-

tial part of his life, who contributes in this way

ers’ perspective are primarily human rights,

to the development of art and culture and

acknowledged in other international instru-

who is or asks to be recognized as an artist…”

ments. These are listed in an annex and ap-

(I, 1). Although it involves an element of peer

pendix to the Recommendation and include

review – a qualitative assessment related to

relevant articles of the UDHR, ICESCR, rele-

the recognition as an artist, including original

vant ILO instruments etc. Read in this light,
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the key professional rights of artists set out

and that it often moves into un-chartered

in the Recommendation, to be honoured and

waters and territories, it is likewise difficult

respected by Member States, can be defined

to establish a professional code for the work

as follows:

of artists (the processes) as well as for their
artistic contributions (the material or imma-

— The

artist’s

supported

“freedom

by

“greater

of

creation”,

freedom

terial content of art as created by the artist).

for

In PP7, the 1980 Recommendation states

artists, without which they cannot fulfill

that, considering their important role in the

their mission” (III, 3); also the artist’s “

life and evolution of society, artists should be

freedom of creativity, expression and

given the opportunity “like any other citizen

communication” (PP 15);

to exercise [their] responsibilities [when] con-

— The unequivocal right of artists to be

tributing to society’s development, while pre-

protected by international and nation-

serving [their] creative inspiration and free-

al legislation concerning human rights

dom of expression”. The formulation clearly

(III, 6 & V, 2);

signals that creative inspiration and freedom

— The right of artists to establish lively and
far-reaching contacts with other cultures,
i.e. including in other countries (IV, 1 (j));

of expression will always be more important
than any responsibility to society.
Unlike scientific researchers and journal-

— The right of artists to travel and to bene-

ist/media professionals, the work of artists

fit from free international movement and

is not guided by professional standards or

to practice their arts in other countries

codes. There are no principles and practic-

(IV, 1 (k));

es for the work process and/or for the con-

— The rights of artists to enjoy the same

tent of the art created, to which the artist

benefits and social protection as other

can be held professionally accountable. It is

comparable groups with regard to living

therefore necessary to address what possi-

and working conditions, and their rights

ble limitations there may be to the overrid-

to freely organize in trade unions and pro-

ing principle of self-identification as artist,

fessional organizations (PP 18; V, 3 and 5;

set out above. Not everything is art, and not

VI, 4 and 5); and

everyone is an artist.

— The rights of artists to be protected by

As

referred

to

previously,

there

is

copyright conventions and similar protec-

a qualitative aspect to art and a notion of

tion of their art, and against commercial

original creativity that must be taken into

exploitation and unauthorized exploita-

account when assessing what is or what is

tion, modification and distribution, also

not “art”. Such an assessment must necessar-

in respect of new communication and

ily be very broadminded, open and non-ex-

reproductive media (PP 25; V, 4; VI, 6).

clusive. It must be undertaken by professional peers, in the public domain, setting

Given that art often addresses a number

out criteria and reflections in detail and in

of unknown aspects of life and societies,

a transparent manner – and not by public
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institutions or authorities, who are some-

to put in place mechanisms to systematical-

times criticized by cultural practitioners for

ly collect information and data, statistics and

working in non-transparent and profession-

best practices; and to ensure the full partici-

ally non-argumentative ways.

pation of both governmental and civil society
actors in this process.

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE UNESCO CONVENTION
AND RECOMMENDATION

The Convention’s 2018 Global Report was
based on only 62 QPRs (out of 146 Parties).
In 2020 alone, 64 reports were received out
of 104 reports due that year, which leaves a

The so-called Global Reports are designed

significant room for improvement, but also

to monitor the implementation of the 2005

marks progress over time. In total, 61.5%

Convention. These Reports build on a mon-

of the periodic reports due in 2020 were

itoring framework, agreed to by State Par-

submitted, representing a twofold increase

ties, which identifies areas for monitoring

in the submission rate compared to 2016,

and core indicators. This provides the basis

the equivalent year in the previous cycle.

for collecting information on what Parties

For transparency, the Secretariat publishes

are actually doing to implement their com-

information on Parties that did not submit

mitments. Parties are expected to follow up

their reports.75

on the findings, and specific measures can

Keeping in mind that Parties have an

be decided upon at the intergovernmental

active duty to enable civil society involvement

meetings of the Convention.

in the implementation of the Convention,

In addition, it has been stated that the

including in the periodic reporting exercise, it

purpose of the Global Reports is to provide

should be noted that 79% of the 72 reports,

evidence of how this implementation process

submitted under the framework for quad-

contributes to the Sustainable Development

rennial periodic reports in force since 2019,

Goals (SDGs). The evidence collected by UN-

include measures or initiatives undertaken

ESCO on the impact of the Reports shows

by CSOs. This could be interpreted as Parties

that the established monitoring framework

having directly implemented Article 11 of the

has been used effectively as a policy tool, as

Convention (Parties should encourage the

it has been taken as a basis for revising arts

active participation of CSOs), including the

policies. For example, it has been taken as

Operational Guidelines (para 14 on informa-

a basis for revising national white papers,

tion-sharing and transparency). However, a

policies and legislations.74

2018 survey among the most active CSOs in

The monitoring of the implementation

the culture field points out that it is difficult to

of the 2005 Convention builds on the QPRs

determine when QPRs directly represent civ-

submitted by State Parties every four years,

il society’s voice, and that consultations with

as requested under the Convention. In order

CSOs have been limited: only 49% of CSO

to address the current data gap, State Parties

respondents report having been in some way

have been requested, on several occasions,

involved in the preparation of the QPRs.76
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The fact that almost half of the CSOs,

human rights issues. This edition highlights,

normally highly active on cultural policy

for example, that artists and journalists

issues, are not participating in UNESCO’s

share the same struggles over gender equal-

reporting systems has, not surprisingly, led

ity, media independence and diversity, and

to the conclusion that outreach should be

censorship.

broadened. Interviews with experts, as well

raising with regard to artistic freedom among

as feedback gathered by UNESCO, have

journalists, since “much of the informa-

identified certain key challenges. The most

tion-base relies on what is reported in the

important of these is a lack of understand-

local and international press and by organ-

ing among public officials concerning what

izations that monitor media freedoms and

civil society is, how it works and how to

general human rights violations”.78 Whereas

engage with it.

CSOs representing artists in general have

77

It

recommended

awareness

The findings also showed that civil

promoted social and economic rights, they

society is not always seen as an equal part-

do neither have professional experience nor

ner, and that the ideas and initiatives emerg-

funding available to document and monitor

ing from it may not be recognized as hav-

violations on artistic freedom.

ing the same validity as those coming from

In terms of the legal protection of artistic

government agencies. Furthermore, some

freedom and the protection of the economic

civil society actors may not see any value in

and social rights of artists, the special edition

participating in UNESCO reporting processes.

points to “an ecosystem for the protection of

Others are afraid to be seen as legitimizing

artistic freedom that links the international,

governmental processes that appear to offer

regional and national levels is progressive-

consultation, but no opportunity for genu-

ly developing in all regions”. This includes

ine influence. This is particularly true under

increased capacities for monitoring as well

conditions where there is little trust between

as for the development of good practices in

governments and society. The findings also

legislation and jurisprudence.

showed that when there is limited space for

As pointed out in Chapter 1, the 2020 spe-

civil society, voices offering criticism may not

cial edition also emphasized how COVID-19 is

be invited to participate in the QPR process.

disrupting the entire cultural value chain. Artists are increasingly relying on the internet,

With a view to promoting human rights

which raises new challenges for their online

and fundamental freedoms and to keep-

safety, and media organizations are increas-

ing the debate on these issues alive after

ingly taking artistic expression into account,

the launch of the 2018 Global Report, the

particularly online. This is a recognition of

UNESCO Secretariat have sought to maximize

the fact that just like journalists, artists are

the use of information collected through the

exposed to risks when they share their work

periodic reports. This has resulted in the 2020

online. As a demonstration of this, the 2020

special edition, which demonstrates linkages

edition refers to findings in the annual Free-

between artists and journalists in relation to

dom on the Net report, which makes specific
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reference to artistic freedom in relation to

Culture “welcome the important steps taken

the use of technical means to block web-

by UNESCO… to enhance global monitoring

sites, as well as in relation to the existence of

in areas such as artistic freedom, gender

specific laws criminalizing online expression

equality and civil society participation”. The

protected under international laws.

2020 Special Edition points out that these

In recent UNESCO World Press Freedom

efforts may be seen as building blocks, pav-

Conferences, more space has been given to

ing the way for and solidifying the increas-

debates on artistic freedom. For instance,

ing recognition of artists in the promotion

the 2019 Addis Ababa World Press Freedom

and defense of human rights within the

Declaration asks governments to “put in

UN system.79

place transparent and effective systems to

The next (3rd) Global Report, initially

protect journalists, including press cartoon-

scheduled for June 2021, will be issued on the

ists, artists, activists and others who are at

occasion of the 15th session of the Commit-

risk of attack for exercising their right to free-

tee of the 2005 Convention in February 2022.

dom of expression, thereby ensuring that

96 periodic reports will serve in the prepara-

they can carry out their public watchdog role

tion of this 3rd edition, which is 55% more

effectively, including during elections”. Two

than the 62 reports considered for the 2nd

years before, in 2017, UNESCO developed a

edition. While some efforts have been made

training module on artistic freedom, which is

in previous years to ensure financial pre-

now being offered to governments in collab-

dictability in UNESCO’s regular budget (C5),

oration with civil society. The objective is to

it is worth noting that the Global Reports, in

strengthen the focus on artistic freedom in

spite of playing a key role in the work of the

QPRs, and could most likely also facilitate the

Convention, are still heavily dependent on

topic’s inclusion into the Universal Periodic

voluntary contributions. Hence, the publica-

Reviews (see Chapter 6).

tion of future Global Reports relies, to some

Already in 2015, more than 53 states declared their commitment to the right to free-

extent, on UNESCO’s capacity to mobilize
voluntary contributions.

dom of expression, including creative and

Like other similar recommendations, the

artistic expression, in a statement at the

1980 Recommendation does not have spe-

Human Rights Council. In 2016, the Nor-

cific institutional mechanisms for follow-up.

dic Ministers of Culture issued a statement

This instead falls within the purview of the

on the World Press Freedom Day: “Culture

Committee on Conventions and Recommen-

constitutes one process of, and space for,

dations (CR Committee)80 and its specific

democratic debate. The freedom of artis-

multi-stage procedure, as set out in relevant

tic expression forms its backbone. There is

Executive Board decisions (177 EX/Decision

compelling evidence that participation in

35.I and 196 EX/Decision 20). Reporting on

culture also promotes democratic participa-

the action taken upon the 1980 Recom-

tion as well as empowerment and well-be-

mendation is one of the Member States’

ing of our citizens”. The Nordic Ministers of

obligations under Article VIII of UNESCO’s
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Constitution. Member States will report on

funding programmes, whether administered

their implementation of the recommenda-

by the State, and arts council, cultural agency

tion every four years, based on a question-

or other public body, are there mechanisms

naire from the Secretariat. UNESCO also col-

in place to ensure transparent decision-

lects information from its various partners

making on funding/grants/awards? If so

such as CSOs. The Secretariat prepares a re-

please describe,” and 5) “Has your country

port based on the information collected for

taken initiatives to protect artists at risk,

the attention of the Executive Board, which

such as providing safe houses, safe cities,

in turn submits it to the General Conference

guidance and training, etc.? If so, please

together with the Board’s comments.

describe”.81

The most recent round of consultation on

The rate and quality of the Member States’

the implementation of the 1980 Recommen-

reporting on the implementation of the 1980

dation was launched in 2018, and its results

Recommendation remain weak, as only 52

were summarized in a report, first to the

Member States (26 %) participated in the

Executive Board, and thereafter to the

consultation. There were also 39 responses

General Conference in 2019. To that end,

from NGOs. Under the headline “Human rights

UNESCO launched a new survey with three

and fundamental freedoms”, the Secretari-

thematic focus areas: 1) digital environment,

at’s consolidated report points out that NGO

2) mobility and flow of artistic works, and 3)

respondents noted how the shift towards

human rights and fundamental freedoms,

“precarious” work continues for artists in

including social and economic rights, artistic

many countries. International experts have

freedom and gender equality.

also pointed out that much more can be

It is clearly stated on UNESCO’s website

done by states in terms of providing more

States

substantial replies to the questions on

and national and international non-govern-

artistic freedom than merely citing existing

mental organisations with extensive expe-

legislation.82 It is worth noting that both the

rience had been invited to participate”. Five

2005 Convention and the 1980 Recommen-

questions in the questionnaire relate to

dation could and should be used by nation-

artistic freedom: 1) “Does your country

al courts when taking decisions about cases

have an official policy relating to artistic

related to artistic freedom. In general,

freedom? Please describe”, 2) “Are there

national legal systems should, if feasible,

bodies established to receive complaints

incorporate in their decisions those interna-

and monitor violations of artistic freedom

tional instruments that have been agreed

(e.g. censorship) in your country? Please

by their countries.

that

“both

UNESCO

Member

give examples”, 3) “What challenges does
your country face that may limit freedom of
artistic/creative expression as prescribed
by the guiding principles of the 1980
Recommendation?”, 4) “With respect to public
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS:
The discussion above identifies some critical areas
— The need for more State Parties/Member States to fulfil their reporting
obligations under the 1980 Recommendation on the Status of the Artist and
the 2005 Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of
Cultural Expressions; and for those reports to be thorough, more self-critical
and broadly framed;
— The need for a framework for civil society involvement, at national level, not
only in the replies to the questionnaires submitted to State Parties to the 2005
Convention, but also in relation to the preparation of Member States’ reporting
on the 1980 Recommendation;
— The need to further improve civil society participation in the reporting of
State Parties to the 2005 Convention;
— The furthering of UNESCO (Secretariat) monitoring of global developments and trends, as well as development at national level, based both
on the reporting of states and other sources of information. This will
necessitate more funding, as appropriate, and not only from voluntary
sources, for future Global Reports. More detailed indicators based on the
monitoring framework to assess implementation may also be needed, as may
encouragement of stronger civil society participation.
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CHAPTER 4:
SAFETY OF JOURNALISTS
AND THE ISSUE
OF IMPUNITY
While UNESCO’s normative work related to

and any physical violence against journalists

artists and scientific researchers is based

as a crime against society”, and to urge the

on legal instruments, such as recommen-

relevant authorities to discharge their duty

dations and a convention, covering rights

of preventing, investigating and punishing

issues more broadly, the work related to

such crimes.83 Further to this, more than

journalists is based on a number of basic

23,000 judicial operators, including judges

texts such as resolutions, decisions, dec-

and prosecutors, from 150 countries, have

larations and frameworks (all set out in

engaged

the datalink), designed to raise awareness

activities for the judiciary on legal standards

and promote standards specifically about

on freedom of expression.84.

freedom

of

expression,

the

safety

of

journalists and the issue of impunity.

in

UNESCO’s

UNESCO’s

flagship

International

training

Programme

for the Development of Communications

Among UNESCO’s flagship activities in

(IPDC) conducts holistic work in all aspects

this area are World Press Freedom Day,

of media development, including research,

celebrated every year on 3 May, and the

normative work, monitoring, standard set-

UNESCO/Guillermo Cano World Press Free-

ting and project implementation. IPDC plays

dom Prize, intended to honour the work of

an important normative role. It has raised

an individual or an organization defending or

awareness of the hatred directed at journal-

promoting freedom of expression anywhere

ists and of the threats they receive, and it

in the world, especially under dangerous

has also demonstrated how currently most

conditions. UNESCO also mobilizes stake-

killings of journalists occur in situations

holders on other important International

where there are no armed conflicts. Working

Days, for instance to end impunity for crimes

on the basis of internationally agreed stand-

against journalists (2 November) and to pro-

ards for free, pluralistic and independent

mote the right to information (28 September).

media, IPDC plays a particular role in promot-

With Resolution 29, of the 29th session of

ing the safety of journalists and combating

UNESCO’s General Conference, the Director

impunity. In practice, this means developing

General of UNESCO has since 1997 been re-

projects to address this issue, and encourag-

quested publicly “to condemn assassination

ing Member States to submit information on
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and information, including requirements

inquiries conducted on each of the killings

that States effectively investigate and

condemned by UNESCO. This information is

prosecute crimes against freedom of

then included in a public report submitted

expression;

by the Director-General, every two years, to

— to fully implement existing internatio-

the intergovernmental IPDC Council. This is

nal rules and principles, as well as to

in line with the Decision adopted by the IPDC

improve, where needed, national legisla-

Council at its 26th session in 2008. Every

tion on safeguarding journalists, media

other

professionals and associated personnel

year,

through

this

the

information

monitoring

gathered

and

reporting

in conflict and non-conflict situations;

mechanism is included in the World Trends

— to play an active role in the prevention

Report on Freedom of Expression and

of attacks against journalists, and take

Media

prompt action in response to attacks

Development.

The

IPDC

Council

meets once every two years to set its policy,

by

while the IPDC Bureau selects projects and

mechanisms to be adopted by various

allocates funds every year.

establishing

national

emergency

stakeholders;
— to comply fully with UNESCO General

The UN Plan of Action on the Safety of

Conference

Journalists and the Issue of Impunity (UN Plan

nation of Violence against Journalists,

of Action) was developed upon request of the

and to adopt the principle that the-

IPDC Council due to a pressing need for the

re should be no statute of limitations

various UN agencies, funds and programmes

on persons guilty of crimes against

to develop a single, strategic and harmonized

freedom of expression; to refine and

The UN Chief Executives Board

promote legislation in this field and to

(CEB), the highest-level coordination mecha-

ensure that defamation becomes a civil,

approach.

85

nism in the UN system, endorsed the UN Plan

Resolution

29,

Condem-

not a criminal action;

of Action in 2012. In its resolution 68/163, the

— to comply with the IPDC’s Decisions on

UN General Assembly asked UNESCO to be

the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of

the overall coordinator of the Plan. The Action

Impunity, and to submit information on

Plan notes that intergovernmental organiza-

the actions taken to prevent impunity for

tions are well placed to encourage Member

killings of journalists, and on the status of

States to cooperate and to share best prac-

the judicial inquiries conducted on each

tices, as well as to exercise “quiet diplomacy”

of the killings condemned by UNESCO;

with Member States. Many of the proposals

— to explore ways of broadening the scope

for action are directed towards governments.

of Security Council Resolution 1738, and

These are asked:

to include the promotion of the safety of

86

journalists and the fight against impunity
— to develop legislation and mechanisms
guaranteeing

freedom

of

expression

in non-conflict situations as well.
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Deploying a narrow definition, UNESCO re-

instruments in place, and whether these are

lates the safety of journalists to their physi-

working transparently and effectively. The is-

cal, psychological and digital security, and

sues here are primarily whether States have

to the related problem of impunity for

laws that protect journalists; whether there

those who violate this security.

are appropriate normative statements, pol-

Special Journalist Safety Indicators (JSIs)

icies and institutional frameworks that safe-

have been developed within the framework

guard the importance of journalists’ safety;

of IPDC. The indicators are promoted by UN-

whether the criminal and civil justice system

ESCO as an analytic tool covering a range of

deals effectively with threats and acts of vio-

possible factors that can influence the safety

lence against journalists; and whether States

of journalists within a given Member State.

take other effective measures concerning

UNESCO emphasizes that the indicators are

journalists’ safety.87

not merely prescriptive; they are an instrument to identify salient aspects of journalists’ safety issues, and to track any changes
to these over time. Not all indicators may be
relevant to a given country. Nevertheless,

INVOLVEMENT OF
CIVIL SOCIETY ACTORS,
NATIONALLY AND
INTERNATIONALLY

UNESCO stresses that published findings on
the JSIs should highlight any cases in which

In the UN Plan of Action, civil society and

certain indicators have not been included,

academia are recognized as important ac-

and should explain the reasons why.

tors. NHRIs, CSOs, NGOs and academics

JSIs allow for the assessment of par-

working in the field of media development

ticular problems as well as of the systems

and the protection of free expression or re-

in place, and of the actions of the various

lated fields of human rights can play an im-

actors and institutions concerned. These

portant role in protecting journalists from the

actors are grouped into four major categories:

risks they face on account of their work. While

(i) state and political actors; (ii) civil society and

the Plan of Action recognizes that civil society

academia; (iii) the media and intermediar-

groups lack the formal authority and pow-

ies; and (iv) UN and other intergovernmental

ers of state institutions, it also stresses that

bodies operating directly in a country. While

CSOs can warn, advise and counsel a range of

a comprehensive set of indicators, sub-indi-

other actors about the nature of the problem

cators and means of verification are directed

and possible solutions. Last, but not least,

towards all four categories, it is highlight-

civil society can influence public opinion and

ed that the primary responsibility for the

provide direct support, including training,

protection of journalists, as with any oth-

to journalists.

er citizen, rests with the Member State. The

For these reasons, both the UN Plan of

key indicators related to state and political

Action and the JSIs promote the involvement

actors seek to reflect core challenges, the

of civil society. They propose to strength-

degree to which States have the necessary

en partnerships between the UN, CSOs
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Broadcasters: https://amarc.radio.home/

to monitoring the safety of journalists and

— Rory Peck Trust: www.rorypecktrust.org

media workers at national, regional and

— International Freedom of Expression

international levels. This includes sharing

eXchange – information on safety of

up-to-date information and best practices as

journalists: www.ifex.org

well as conducting joint missions and investigations into particular cases (the UN Plan of

— International Research and Exchanges
Board: www.irex.org

Action, para 5.13). Another focus area relates
to how CSOs and academia monitor safety

Other

relevant

CSOs

with

monitoring

and share information. For instance, many

activities are the International Press Insti-

CSOs analyze data in order to better under-

tute, the Federations of Journalists, as well

stand circumstances of and causes behind

as regional media organizations, such as

killings and impunity, just as they provide

the Safety of journalists in Africa – Digital

information to UN agencies and to the

Platform for media safety.88

Universal Periodic Review process about
journalists’ safety.
Civil society also plays a crucial role in
collecting data, and in providing the means
of

verification

to

assess

whether

THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA –
AND THE RIGHTS AND
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
OF JOURNALISTS

the

actually

The UN Plan of Action states that without

being implemented. UNESCO’s JSIs draw on

freedom of expression, and particularly free-

the following CSOs as data sources (the list is

dom of the press, it is not possible to have

not exhaustive):

an informed, active and engaged citizenry.

proposed

actions/indicators

are

When journalists are safe, and can exercise
— The International News Safety Institute
(INSI) Safety Code Online
— International Media Support (IMS):
http://www.i-m-s.k.dk

their job in a free, independent and pluralistic media environment, it is easier for citizens to access quality information. This, in
turn, makes it possible to achieve a number

— Article 19: www.article19.org

of positive results: democratic governance

— Freedom House:

and poverty reduction; conservation of the

http://www.freedomhouse.org/

environment; gender equality and the em-

— Committee for the Protection of

powerment of women; justice and a culture

Journalists: http://www.cpj.org/
— Reporters Without Borders:
http://en.rsf.org/
— World Association of Newspapers:
http://www.wan-ifra.org
— World Association of Community Radio

of human rights, to name a few. The problem
of impunity is not restricted to the failure of
investigating murders of journalists and
media professionals; it deprives society as
a whole of journalistic contributions and
results if a climate of intimidation and
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violence leads to self-censorship.

In addition, the JSIs refer to journalists’ right

Journalists generally carry out profession-

to life and to the integrity and security of

al duties that enable the media to provide

persons as fundamental human rights, rec-

a public platform for the exchange of ideas,

ognized in and guaranteed by international

opinions and information. The higher the

conventions and instruments. Journalists

visibility of journalists, the easier it is for the

similarly have to abide by professional stand-

public to discover when they are attacked

ards to uphold the principles of neutrality, im-

and whether or not this is with impunity for

partiality and humanity in their professional

the attackers – and the less safe members of

activities (IPDC Council Decision, 2008). UNE-

the public feel when they themselves want

SCO’s work on professional journalistic stand-

to speak up. In this way, attacks on journal-

ards and code of ethics consists of a public

ists have wider societal implications. In some

knowledge resource – a dedicated webpage –

countries journalists are often faced with

that provides an overview of relevant ethical

very low payment and may rely on so-called

and professional media standards for differ-

brown envelopes during press conferences

ent countries. A UNESCO publication states

and/or accept to be freelance without social

that there are “certain accepted principles – a

security. This creates a very vulnerable sit-

respect for truth and for the right of the

uation for journalists, which States have a

public to truth; the right to fair comment

responsibility to remedy.

and criticism; factual and objective report-

The UN Plan of Action further states that

ing; the use of fair methods to obtain infor-

the safety of journalists and the fight against

mation; the willingness to correct mistakes;

impunity for their attackers are essential to

respecting the confidentiality of sources.

preserve the fundamental right to freedom

These draw upon what is usually regarded

of expression, guaranteed by Article 19 of

as the essential elements of journalism”.89

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
As previously mentioned, this comprises the
right to freedom of opinion and expression,
including to hold opinions without inter-

MEMBER STATES’
IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE UN PLAN OF ACTION

ference, and the rights to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any

The monitoring of the status of the imple-

media and regardless of frontiers.

mentation of the UN Plan of Action takes the

The Plan furthermore specifies that free-

form of a progress report, which is submitted

dom of expression is both an individual and a

to UNESCO’s Executive Board on a regular

collective right. At collective level, freedom of

basis. The most recent report was submitted

expression empowers populations through

to the Spring Board of 2021. The progress

facilitating dialogue, participation and de-

report provides an overview of activities in

mocracy, thereby making autonomous and

support of the implementation of the UN

sustainable development possible (para 1.4).

Plan of Action. However, it does not report
in a systematic manner on the progress of
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each of the proposed actions in the UN Plan

request regarding judicial follow-up on the

of Action. Neither is it possible to track out-

killing of the Swedish journalist Kim Wall is

standing issues that have not (yet) been im-

accessible. It is worth noting that while the

plemented. The Executive Board is expected

United States withdrew from UNESCO on

to make decisions based on this report. It is

31 December 2018, the USA has continued

worth noting that the most recent Executive

supplying information to UNESCO on the

Board decision (spring 2019) explicitly con-

cases of killings in the USA.91

firms that the implementation of the UN Plan
of Action by Member States is voluntary.90

While Member States’ judicial follow-up
on cases of killings is receiving much atten-

A key feature in the UN Plan of Action per-

tion, it should be noted that the UN Plan of

tains to the role of Member States in conduct-

Action also calls on Member States to develop

ing the judicial inquiries on the killings con-

and improve national legislation and mecha-

demned by the UNESCO Director-General.

nisms to foster an enabling environment for

UNESCO plays an increasingly important role

press freedom. Especially, the requirements

in the monitoring of the judicial follow-up on

to: 1) investigate and prosecute, 2) safeguard

killings through the Director-General’s Report

journalists, media professionals and associat-

on the Safety of Journalists and the Danger

ed personnel, and 3) prevent attacks against

of Impunity. The Director-Generals’ Report

journalists. Hence, since 2017, UNESCO has

takes stock and provides an analysis of 1) the

included in the requests to those Member

cases of killings of journalists, 2) the status of

States where a case of killing has occurred,

judicial enquiries, and 3) the Member States’

an invitation to also report on actions taken

reporting on preventive measures taken and

by the State in general to improve the safety

actions taken to address the specific risks

of journalists.92 It could be argued that there

faced by women journalists.

is also a need to consider including consideration of so-called SLAPP (Strategic Lawsuits

UNESCO identifies the cases of killings based

Against Public Participation); measures that

on reports from multiple sources, including

have increased in some countries, as a means

from international, regional and local moni-

to silence journalists, artists and scientists by

toring groups; UNESCO field offices; UNESCO

forcing them to be busy on their own cases

Permanent Delegations; and other UN bod-

instead of doing their crucially important

ies. The Report’s analysis of the status of judi-

job. The European Commission has taken an

cial investigations is based on the responses

initiative, in the form of a directive, to urge

(and non-responses) provided by Member

their Member States to introduce legislation

States to the Director-General’s request for

that can hinder SLAPP.

information on the killings.
The responses are made public on the

The UNESCO Director-General’s Report on

UNESCO web observatory of killed journalists

safety and impunity is submitted to the IPDC

with the approval of Member States. For in-

Council every two years, the latest in 2020.93

stance, Denmark’s response to the UNESCO

The Report is intended to serve as a basis
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for the Council’s deliberations on global de-

and mandates. UNESCO will also continue

velopments and challenges. It is followed

to support Member States in their monitor-

-up by IPDC Council decsions that outline act-

ing and reporting mechanisms on journalists’

ions to be taken by Member States such as:

safety and the issue of impunity. And, finally,
it is for the Bureau of the Council of the IPDC

— To continue “to inform the Director-

to continue to support projects that further

General of UNESCO, on a voluntary

the objectives of the UN Plan of Action on

basis, on the status of the judicial

the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of

inquiries conducted on each of the killings

Impunity.

condemned by the Director-General”;
— To authorize UNESCO to make the

UNESCO promotes the JSIs as a tool to as-

information on judicial follow-up pub-

sess on a periodic basis the extent to which

licly available on the UNESCO webpa-

the implementation of the UN Plan of Action

ge, for the purposes of transparency, in

has contributed to improving the security of

line with previous Decisions;

media professionals in the countries partici-

— To appoint a focal point on the issue of

pating in the roll-out of the UN Plan of Action.

safety of journalists and impunity with the

UNESCO has developed a Guidebook for an-

remit to coordinate the monitoring of the

yone – be it UNESCO staff, independent re-

safety of journalists as part of Member

searchers or other stakeholders – seeking to

States’ fulfillment of SDG 16, Target 10,

apply the JSIs in practice. The Guidebook pro-

and to report nationally and internatio-

vides essential guidelines for implementing

nally on this.

the JSIs in a given country, and how the find-

94

ings can be utilized. The Guidebook states
In 2018-19, UNESCO recorded a total of 156

that a large array of stakeholders is likely to

killings of journalists worldwide. As far as UN-

be interested in the assessment process and

ESCO is concerned, future tasks include to

should be involved in it in one way or anoth-

continue to provide to the Council of the IPDC

er, including the UN Resident Coordinators

an analytical report on the killing of journal-

and UNESCO staff; state and political actors,

ists, media workers and social media produc-

human rights commissions, ombudsmen,

ers who are engaged in journalistic activities

police forces, military; CSOs and academics;

based on the Director-General’s condemna-

and media actors.95

tions, including information on the judicial
inquiries which is based on the information

In 2017, stakeholders agreed on possible

provided by Member States on a voluntary

ways to improve the implementation. The

basis.

2017 Consultation Outcome Document is
officially

the result of a multi-stakeholder consultation

inform relevant counterparts of the publica-

process that was launched to identify ways

tion of this report, notably OHCHR, ECOSOC,

to strengthen the implementation of the

Furthermore,

UNESCO

shall

UN Women and other relevant UN bodies
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UN Plan of Action. The Document outlines

particular through consideration of Sta-

a number of options that various actors

tes Parties’ periodic reports, individual

may consider.96

complaints and country inquiries; and
— To ensure, as custodian agency for SDG

As the lead UN agency, UNESCO is invited

indicator 16.10.1, improved global repor-

to (selective paras 1.3, v-viii):

ting on this indicator, and, in collaboration with UNESCO and other stakeholders,

— Enhance the roll-out of Journalists’ Safety
Indicators studies in more countries;
— Strengthen reporting and responses to
the UNESCO Director-General’s requests

broaden the scope of monitoring journalists’ safety beyond cases of killing to
include enforced disappearance, torture,
arbitrary detention and kidnapping.

for information from Member States on
judicial follow-up on killings of journalists;
— Deepen work with OHCHR in developing

Options for Member States are (para 2.1, iii-v,
para 2.2, iv, v, xii):

comprehensive safety reporting on SDG
indicator 16.10.1 as per terms of the in-

— To consider greater inclusion of the issue

dicator, and assist Member States in their

of the safety of journalists in the proces-

own monitoring in this area; and

ses of the relevant UN human rights bodi-

— Strengthen UNESCO’s convening role in

es, including the UPR, Special Procedures,

reporting on SDG indicator 16.10.2, which

Treaty Bodies, Special Procedures and

is relevant to public access to informati-

SDG reporting processes;

on and transparency concerning official

— To demonstrate their interest in ending

information on journalist safety and

impunity for killings of journalists through

related impunity issues.

their cooperation with the UNESCO reporting mechanism on judicial follow-up

The UN coordination has proved to be an

onsuch killings;

important part of efforts to mobilize and

— To consider increasing the engagement

engage the freedom of expression commu-

with UNESCO’s reporting mechanism on

nity in the promotion of the safety of jour-

judicial follow-up on killings, including by

nalists. Hence, the Document also outlines

strengthening support and accountabi-

options for the Office of the High Commis-

lity for the Member States not providing

sioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) (selective

information to UNESCO regarding this

paras 1.2, i, iii, v):

judicial follow-up;
— To encourage increased quantity and qu-

— To mainstream safety into the Universal
Periodic Review (UPR);

ality, and transparency, of Member States’ responses in this area; and encourage

— To continue to support increased enga-

those Member States who do respond

gement by human rights treaty bodies

to make their responses publically avai-

with the issue of safety of journalists, in

lable; and request those Member States
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and the SDG indicator 16.10;
— To continue to maintain, and develop,

— To consider, in the light of SDG 16.10,

means of monitoring attacks against

developing a national plan for the safe-

journalists and systems of alerts; and

ty of journalists that includes establis-

— To make better use of UN reporting

hing multi-stakeholder protection and/or

processes and mechanisms, such as

accountability

may

UNESCO’s annual reports on killings and

include dedicated units for monitoring,

judicial follow-up, and the mechanisms

investigation and prosecution;

supported by OHCHR.

mechanisms

that

— To encourage, in the context of the UPR
and where applicable, the State under Re-

Finally, it should be noted that UNESCO’s an-

view to ensure the safety of journalists, to

nual letters of request for information from

ensure accountability in connection with

Member States are targeting those Member

violations committed against journalists

States in which cases of killings have oc-

and to report on progress on these issues

curred. Hence, the system lacks information

at its next review; and

from other Member States with no such

— To advance monitoring and reporting on

cases. Consequently, the status of Member

SDG 16.10.1; respond to UNESCO’s re-

States’ judicial follow-up on other forms of se-

quests on judicial follow-up on killings,

vere violations – such as journalists who are

engage with UN human rights mecha-

persecuted, attacked, detained, prosecuted,

nisms, in particular the UPR; strengthen

imprisoned and censored – go unreported.

related data collection, including through

With a narrow focus on countries with cases

partnerships with UN entities, civil socie-

of killings – in 2020, 63 countries (out of 193

ty and other stakeholders; consider using

Member States) were requested by UNESCO

SDG indicator 16.10.1 as part of national

to provide information – it may be argued

monitoring and reporting on journalist

that the current monitoring system lacks a

safety issues; and ensure that monitoring

truly global scope, and that it does not rep-

and reporting efforts include the digital,

resent the totality of efforts by all Member

physical and psychological safety of jour-

States to implement the UN Plan of Action.97

nalists, and incorporate gender-sensitive

Is has been argued that expanding the call

analysis.

to all Member States (beyond those with killings) may require an explicit mandate from

Options for civil society include (para 3.2, i-iii):

the Member States through IPDC. Moreover,
it recommends that States have dedicated

— To promote harmonization of efforts

mechanisms for safety of journalists, includ-

within civil society, including through

ing a system of criminal codes that register

using the same or comparable categori-

when the victim is a journalist.

es for monitoring, in light of frameworks

It should further be noted that Resolution

such as the Journalists’ Safety Indicators

53 (2011) of the 36th General Conference
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calls for UNESCO to monitor the status of

in Africa, Arab Region, Asia and the Pacific

press freedom and safety of journalists, with

Central and Eastern Europe, Latin America,

emphasis on impunity for violence against

and the Caribbean, Western Europe and

journalists. This opens up for a broader

North America respectively.

monitoring scope. The Resolution triggered

The World Trends Report is complement-

the development of an additional biennial

ed by so-called In Focus Series. The latest

UNESCO report: The World Trends Report,

edition is from 2020: Reporting Facts: Free

which covers the latest trends in media

from Fear or Favour. The implementation

freedom, pluralism, independence and the

of 36 GC Resolution 53, which prompted

safety of journalists. To date, UNESCO has

the World Trends Report, is reported to the

produced two such reports, in 2014 and

General Conference. The next edition of

2018. These reports have been accompanied

the World Trends Report is expected to be

by six regional reports covering freedom of

published towards the end of 2021.98

expression and media development trends
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSION:
Whereas the UNESCO mandate on the safety of journalists and the issue of impunity,
anchored in the UN Plan of Action, is well developed, the discussion above still
identifies some critical areas:
— The need for closer collaboration between the UNESCO Secretariat, Member States,
NRHIs and CSOs, including associations of media professionals and journalists, to
enhance and detail the data underlying the wider analysis of the evolution of media
freedom globally and in each Member State, including “media capture”. This would
also allow for a more direct engagement of UNESCO in providing the necessary
analytical assessment of the effects of COVID-19-related government interventions on freedom of expression in relation to media (see Chapter 1);
— The need to consider either similar plans of action for artists and scientific researchers, or to further develop the existing UN Plan of Action to include artists
and scientific researchers as well. It would also be warranted to expand the
focus of the UNESCO Director-General’s public statements and regular report
to cover not only killings of journalists, but also “any physical violence against
journalists” in conformity with the mandate of the General Conference in 1997;
— The need for UNESCO to further encourage all Member States to engage with the
organization, and not least in responding to their obligations to investigate, and bring
to justice, perpetrators of the said crimes against society: not only killings of journalists, but also other forms of severe violations (attacks, detention, prosecution,
imprisonment etc.).
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CHAPTER 5:
SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCHERS
According to the SDG Review Report from

their human rights obligations, appropriate

2019,

for

conditions for the progress of science and

scientific researchers represents an impor-

“UNESCO’s

recommendation

the status of scientific researchers, respon-

tant tool for ethical guidance and defining

sible for and engaged in scientific research

rights and responsibilities in research”. In

and development. According to the Recom-

particular, the SDG Report stresses that

mendation, the obligations of Member States

more direct collaboration between scientific

refer, inter alia, to the responsibility of States

researchers, policymakers, civil society and

to recognize that they have, as employers

business (the private sector) is needed to

of scientific researchers, a leading responsi-

address the ecological and social crises.

bility and should attempt to set an example

99

UNESCOs Recommendation on Scien-

(para 43). Other recommendations promote

ce and Scientific Researchers was adopted

in different ways the facilitation of scienti-

by consensus on 13 November 2017 during

fic communities and cooperation, including

the 39th session of the UNESCO General

via access to and sharing of data:

Conference. The Recommendation replaced
the 1974 Recommendation on the Status of

— Ensuring equal access to science and

Scientific Researchers, and seeks to reflect

the knowledge derived from it... [This is]

contemporary ethical and regulatory challen-

essential for realizing the full potential of

ges relating to the governance of science and

scientific communities worldwide (para

the science-society relationship. To this end,

18 (b));

the Universal Declaration on Bioethics and

— Putting in place policies aiming to facili-

Human Rights (2005), the Declaration on the

tate that the scientific researchers freely

Responsibilities of Present Generations tow-

develop and contribute to sharing data

ards Future Generations (1997) and the De-

and educational resources (para 18 (c));

claration on Science and the Use of Scientific

— Establishing and facilitating mechanisms

Knowledge (1999) served as inspiration.

for collaborative open science and faci-

Most of the specific recommendations are

litating sharing of scientific knowledge

directed towards Member States, underlining

while ensuring other rights are respected

the obligations of States to ensure, as part of

(para 21);
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— Promoting the interplay of ideas and
information

among

scientific

— Ensure that scientific researchers enjoy

resear-

equitable conditions of work, recruitment

chers throughout the world, which is vital

and promotion, appraisal, training and

to the healthy development of the scien-

pay without discrimination on the basis of

ces; and to this end, should take all mea-

race, colour, descent, sex, gender, sexual

sures necessary to ensure that scientific

orientation, age, native language, religion,

researchers are enabled, throughout their

political or other opinion, national ori-

careers, to participate in the international

gin, ethnic origin, social origin, economic

scientific and technological community

or social condition of birth, or disability

(para 31).

(para 24 (b));
— Develop policies with respect to employ-

Another group of recommendations refers to

ment that adequately cover the needs

State responsibilities with specific focus on

of scientific researchers, in particular by

human rights-related issues:

… [direct employment, necessary funds,
training opportunities etc.] (para 27);

— Endeavouring to ensure that research

— Enable and facilitate mobility of scientific

and development undertaken, funded, or

researchers between public sector, pri-

otherwise pursued in whole or in part in

vate sector and higher education employ-

different States, is consistent with princip-

ment, as well as outside of research

les of conducting research in a responsi-

and development (para 29).

ble manner that respects human rights
(para 20);

The Recommendation furthermore outlines

— Ensuring the human right to health, take

specific obligations in relation to the safe-

measures so that benefits resulting from

ty of scientific researchers and monitoring.

any research and its applications are

Member States should:

shared with society as a whole and within
the international community, in particular
with developing countries (para 22).

— Guarantee that, for the health and safety
of scientific researchers as of all other persons likely to be affected by the research

The recommendations also set standards

activity, all national regulations, and the

for the work and employment conditions of

international instruments concerned with

scientific researchers. Member States should:

the protection from hostile or dangerous
environments will be fully met; and ac-

— Provide material assistance, moral sup-

cordingly ensure that the managements

port and public recognition conducive to

of scientific establishments enforce safe-

successful performance in research and

ty standards, monitor all persons at risk;

development by scientific researchers

take due note of warnings (para 32);

(para 24 (a));

— Ensure professional standards for the
work

of

scientific

researchers.

This
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includes appraisal systems (for scientists)

associations and learned societies…. In

that promote independent, transparent,

all cases where it is necessary to protect

gender-sensitive and tier-based perfor-

the rights of scientific researchers, these

mance evaluation (para 34).

organizations should have the right
to support the justified claims of such

Referring to “the significant value of science

researchers (para 42).

as a public good”, the pre-ambular part of

— Strive to cooperate with all national and

the Recommendation recognizes that hypo-

international organizations whose activi-

theses and opinions lie at the very heart of

ties fall within the scope and objectives

the scientific progress. As suggested by the

of this Recommendation, in particular

phrase “academic freedom”, this provides the

National Commissions for UNESCO; in-

strongest guarantee of accuracy and objecti-

ternational organizations; organizations

vity of scientific research (PP 4 (c)).

representing

science

and

technology

Other specific recommendations are di-

educators; employers generally; learned

rected at persons or institution that employ,

societies, professional associations and

fund, govern or guide researchers and/or re-

trade unions of scientific researchers; as-

search. These persons or institutions should,

sociations of science writers; women in

inter alia, facilitate the rights and respon-

science associations; youth and student

sibilities of scientific researchers, as set out

organizations (para 44); and

elsewhere in the Recommendation, ensure

— Support the work of the bodies mentio-

scientific researchers’ protection from re-

ned above by the most appropriate me-

tribution (para 16 (b) (ii)); and fully respect

ans, including relevant policies (para 45).

the intellectual property rights of individual
researchers (para 16(b) (iii)).

As the General Conference considered it
essential to re-conceive the scope of moni-

INVOLVEMENT OF CIVIL SOCIETY ACTORS, NATIONALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY

toring and to revise the guidance for Member
States’ reports on the Recommendation accordingly, the UNESCO Secretariat organized
an open call for advice and comments from

One part of the 2017 UNESCO Recommen-

National Commissions, UNESCO Chairs and

dation specifically pertains to the involve-

other partners in relation to the future mo-

ment of civil society. In the follow-up to the

nitoring. 35 replies were received, including

Recommendation, Member States are told to:

seven from National Commissions. On the
basis of these inputs, the UNESCO Secretari-

— Recognize it as wholly legitimate, and in-

at developed a draft questionnaire for Mem-

deed desirable, that scientific researchers

ber States, which was then adopted by the

should associate to protect and promote

Executive Board.

their individual and collective interests, in
bodies such as trade unions, professional

It is worth noting that the approved
performance

indicators

recognize

the
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important role of CSOs in the implementati-

a rich and growing discussion on the relati-

on of the Recommendation with relation to

onship between science and economic, so-

Science, Technology and Innovation. The role

cial and cultural rights”. Importantly, while

played by society and by public engagement

noting that “science is one of those areas to

through, for example, formal procedures for

which States Parties give least attention”, the

citizens’ involvement, citizen science projects

General Comment also refers to “the role of

and advisory bodies with CSOs as members

science in informing critical and responsi-

are also acknowledged.

ble citizens who are able to participate fully
in a democratic society”.100 The benefits of

THE RIGHTS AND
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
OF SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCHERS

scientific progress involves not only material
products of science and technology, but also
the development of knowledge.
In her report on COVID-19, culture and
cultural rights the Special Rapporteur in the

The 2017 Recommendation sees science and

field of cultural rights recognized that the

scientific research – and scientific discoveries

right to science is essential for the enjoyment

and related technological developments and

of many other human rights, including the

applications (PP 3 (a)) – as an integral and in-

right to the highest attainable standard of

tergenerational part of human development

health. This particular human right is espe-

and as a public good. Optimal utilization of

cially critical during a pandemic: “In such a

science and scientific methods enables pro-

context, science can save lives; the undermi-

gress for the benefit of humankind, but it

ning of science kills. Moreover, the right to

is also recognized that science may, at the

science is to be enjoyed by everyone, without

same time, entail certain dangers if scientific

discrimination.”101 The role of scientific re-

results are used against humankind’s vital

searchers in society can thus be described as:

interests in order to prepare wars involving
destruction on a massive scale or for pur-

— Contributing to “the benefit of humankind

poses of exploitation of one nation by ano-

and… the preservation of peace and the

ther, or to the detriment of human rights or

reduction of international tensions”, the-

fundamental freedoms or the dignity of a

reby enabling progress on a broader scale

human person (PP 3 (a)).

by exploiting “the positive prospects inhe-

In its General Comment No. 25, the UN

rent in such discoveries, technological de-

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural

velopments and applications” (PP 3 (a));

Rights stated that “the intense and rapid

— Contributing to setting up societies “that

development of science and technology has

will be more humane, just and inclusive,

had many benefits for the enjoyment of eco-

for the protection and enhancement of

nomic, social and cultural rights. At the same

the cultural and material well-being of…

time, the risks – and the unequal distribution

present and future generations… while

of these benefits and risks – have prompted

giving sufficient place to science per se”
(para 4); and
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— Contributing to “tackling various world
problems on a broad international ba-
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themselves freely on and to report these
concerns: [and]

sis, thereby strengthening cooperation

— (v) to promote access to research results

among nations as well as promoting the

and engage in the sharing of scientific

development of individual nations” (PP 5).

data between researchers, and to policy-makers, and to the public wherever

Above all, the 2017 Recommendation con-

possible, while being mindful of existing

tains a set of defined rights and professio-

rights.

nal standards for scientific researchers that
may guide them in their fulfilment of the role

Conversely, scientific researchers have the

set out above. These rights and professional

obligation to abide by relevant professional

standards are defined in para 16 of the Re-

standards (quotes below are verbatim from

commendation. Throughout the Recommen-

para 16 as well):

dation, rights and professional standards
are interwoven, and complementary, but it

— (ii) (…) [to contribute to] the determinati-

is possible to present both elements sepa-

on of the methods to be adopted which

rately. Scientific researchers have the right

should be humanely, scientifically, socially

(quotes below are verbatim from para 16):

and ecologically responsible; in particular,
researchers should seek to minimize im-

— (i) to work in a spirit of intellectual freedom

pacts on living subjects of research and

to pursue, expound and defend the scien-

on the natural environment and should

tific truth as they see it, an intellectual

be aware of the need to manage resour-

freedom which should include protection

ces efficiently and sustainably;

from undue influences on their independent judgement;

— (iv) to contribute constructively to the
fabric of science, culture and education,

— (ii) to contribute to the definition of the

and the promotion of science and inno-

aims and objectives of the programmes in

vation in their own country, as well as to

which they are engaged (…);

the achievement of national goals, the

— (iii) to express themselves freely and

enhancement of their fellow citizens’ well-

openly on the ethical, human, scientific,

being, the protection of the environment,

social or ecological value of certain pro-

and the furtherance of the international

jects, and in those instances where the

ideals and objectives;

development of science and technology

— (vi) to disclose both perceived and actual

undermine human welfare, dignity and

conflicts of interest according to a recog-

human rights or is ”dual use”, they have

nized code of ethics that promotes the

the right to withdraw from those pro-

objectives of scientific research and de-

jects if their conscience so dictates and

velopment;

the right and responsibility to express

— (vii) to integrate in their research and development work in an ongoing manner:
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disclosures to each human research

have specific institutional mechanisms for

subjects so as to inform their consent,

follow-up – like IPDC in relation to journalists

controls to minimize harm to each living

and media development. Instead, the fol-

subject of research and to the environ-

low-up to the Recommendation falls within

ment, and consultations with communi-

the purview of the CR Committee and its

ties where the conduct of research may

specific multi-stage procedure, as set out in

affect community members; [and]

relevant Executive Board decisions (177 ExB/

— (viii) to ensure that knowledge derived

Decision 35.I, and 196 ExB/Decision 20). This

from sources, including traditional, indi-

implies that all Member States are required

genous, local, and other knowledge sour-

to report on their implementation of the

ces, is appropriately credited, acknow-

Recommendation every four years, the first

ledged, and compensated as well as to

reports covering 2017-2020.

ensure that the resulting knowledge is
transferred back to those sources.

Each national report is considered as an
evidence-based self-assessment in which
compliance should be substantiated by docu-

MEMBER STATES’
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
2017 RECOMMENDATION

mentation and references, involving analysis
that typically would be based on data collection and consultation to assess the impact
of policy measures that have been taken.

For more than two decades, the UNESCO

UNESCO is promoting the view that national

Science Report series has been mapping

reports on the Recommendation are impor-

science, technology and innovation around

tant not only from an accountability perspe-

the world on a regular basis. Towards 2030

ctive. If properly and regularly conducted,

from 2015 covered key influences – such as

reporting can become a powerful and use-

geopolitical events, environmental crises,

ful exercise that permits Member States to

energy efficiency and growth strategies – on

better understand their science system, iden-

science, technology and innovation policies

tify patterns, derive actionable insights, and

and governance, including the freedom of

accordingly take measures for advancing

scientific research and academic freedom.

their science agenda.

The most recent report, The Race Against

The

national

reports

from

Member

Time for Smarter Development, launched in

States are based on a questionnaire from the

June 2021, focuses on the scientific challen-

Secretariat, issued in May 2020 and returned

ges reinforced by the Paris Agreement on

by the end of March 2021. The Director-Ge-

Climate Change (2015) and by the COVID-19

neral’s report to the Executive Board and the

pandemic, calling for a further increase in

41st General Conference on the implemen-

investments in research, development and

tation of this UNESCO Recommendation – is

innovation.102

based on the replies from Member States.

The UNESCO 2017 Recommendation on

The Secretariat questionnaire consists of

Science and Scientific Researchers does not

ten parts, reflecting the various elements of
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the Recommendation. Two of those parts

In 2013, an ad hoc expert group prepared

pertain to human rights and to the rights and

the Preliminary Study on the desirabili-

responsibilities of scientific researchers (6

ty of revising the 1974 Recommendation.

and especially 7). In this context, the follow-

The group pointed out that “consideration

ing performance indicators are developed

could be given to an explicit linkage between

in Part 7 in order to promote the existence

monitoring of the implementation of the

of policies and measures on:

Recommendation and UNESCO’s inputs to the
Universal Periodic Review, under the aegis of

— The respect for the autonomy and
freedom of research;

the Human Rights Council, as well as cooperation with the Committee on the Economic,

— Freedom of inquiry;

Social and Cultural Rights, which monitors the

— Freedom of opinion and expression;

implementation of the ICESCR and its Article

— Freedom to challenge conventional

15(1)(b) on the right to benefit from scientific

thought;

progress and its applications”.103

— Freedom from institutional censorship.
— The right to disseminate research

In her recent report on COVID-19, culture

results and the protection of publication

and cultural rights, the Special Rapporteur

by copyright law;

mentions a number of threats to and vio-

— Freedom of movement;

lations of the right to science and scientific

— Freedom of association; and

freedom: “Bureaucratic, political and econo-

— Freedom of conscience

mic concerns have been allowed to interfere with, impede or delay the process of ap-

At the institutional level the indicators per-

plying science and public-health expertise

tain to the number of institutional policies

to policy-making”, “the misuse of religious

and funding guidelines recognizing freedoms

or cultural arguments, or tradition and su-

and responsibilities; the number of reports

perstition, to convince people to disregard

produced by institutions on the policies that

scientific arguments”, “denial of science…

they have on these matters; the number of

and downplayed the risk… advocated treat-

complaints; and/or actions/events held to in-

ments without a scientific basis”, “the sup-

crease human rights knowledge.

pression or denial of scientific evidence… and

At the same time, in Part 7 the ques-

reluctance to adapt to evidence-based poli-

tionnaire also sets out perception indica-

cies”, “scientists have been prevented from

tors which are formulated so as to focus on

speaking freely” and “threats and attacks

whether the human rights and freedoms of

against public health officials in a number

scientific researchers, are duly guaranteed,

of countries”.104

protected and respected, and whether the
freedoms and responsibilities mentioned in

The first cycle of periodic reporting on the

the Recommendation are well known.

2017 Recommendations took place in 2021.
Only 35 Member States submitted their
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reports to UNESCO, which makes it difficult

that in many countries, public budgets to fi-

to justify very affirmative conclusions on

nance

how the Recommendation is implemented.

is decreasing, and in other countries, aca-

Nevertheless, the Director-General’s con-

demics have been jailed on charges suspec-

solidated report, which is submitted to the

ted of being intended to silence their voices,

General Conference in 2021, does point out

tending to chill the atmosphere of freedom

some important major trends and issues.

and opportunities that is so central to con-

A large majority of Member States alrea-

ducting quality research. It is further noted

dy have adopted the norms and standards

that no Member State reported having put

of the 2017 Recommendation; however, it

in place any new measures for the protecti-

seems that almost none of them has taken

on of scientific freedom. On the contrary, it

new measures.

is stressed that the Director-General is aware

researchers’ freely-chosen research

While CSOs were consulted by UNE-

of several existing, new and proposed legal

SCO on the design of the questionnaire to

measures that are susceptible to suppress

Member States, only a minority of Mem-

or chill scientific freedom. Finally, the report

ber States have conducted consultations

recommends that Member States equip

with the scientific community. Scientific

themselves with better measurements to

freedom is highlighted as one of the major

assess the situation.105

issues. In particular, the report points out

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCHERS

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS:
The 2017 Recommendation on Science and Scientific Researchers is a fairly recent
UNESCO instrument, and practical experiences from its applications are limited. The
questionnaire developed for the 2020-21 reporting from Member States is quite
comprehensive, and there might be a need for developing a simplified indicator
framework drawing on analogies and successful practice in the area of freedom of
journalists. The discussion above nonetheless also identifies certain critical areas:
— The need to create a more systematic approach for the involvement of civil
society in the process of developing Member States’ replies to the UNESCO
questionnaire, including formal hearings of relevant CSO parties and professional organizations at the national level and the inclusion of “shadow reports” from
those parties in the Secretariat’s data base on Member States’ implementation
of the Recommendation;
— The need for the Director-General’s report to reflect not only the answers given
to the questionnaires, but also to include other data from CSOs and professional
associations, available to UNESCO, concerning the situation in Member States
with regard to the freedom of expression of scientific researchers, which could
be done through global reports and/or world trends reports; and
— The need for UNESCO in its analysis to focus especially on the consequences
of COVID-19 with respect to limitations on scientific freedom, and on the
communication of scientific analysis and results.
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CHAPTER 6:
UPR – COMMITMENTS
OF GOVERNMENTS
The reforms of the architecture of the UN

UPR recommendations is thus not political-

Human Rights system in 2005-06 and the es-

ly sensitive or controversial, as these have

tablishment of the new 47-member Human

already been accepted by the Member

Rights Council (HRC), replacing the Commis-

State in question.

sion on Human Rights, also created the UPR.

Since the first cycle of UPRs in 2007,

In the UPR all 193 members of the United

Member States have received a total of

Nations agreed to submit to a voluntary

around 80,000 recommendations from oth-

review of their human rights standards

er Member States. The numbers vary from

and practices, once every 4-5 years. UPR is

country to country. Of these around 80,000

a Member State-driven process, organized

recommendations,

by the OHCHR, and undertaken under the

accepted (technically: supported) around

auspices of the HRC.106

60,000 recommendations from their peers.

In the UPR process, now in its third cycle

Member

States

have

Member States generally prefer to accept

(which started in May 2017), all countries can

recommendations,

reflect on the human rights performances

openness to the idea that all countries face

and experiences of each other and may also

challenges in this area, and underlining that

in this context present specific recommenda-

there is room for improvement in the human

tions to the Member State under review.

rights records of all countries. No country is

The government of the country under

thereby

stating

their

perfect; every country can do better.

review may – or may not – accept the rec-

In this context, Member States may

ommendations provided by other Member

also rely on their own interpretation of the

States. If a government under review ac-

scope of the recommendations in question.

cepts a recommendation, this acceptance

They may interpret it more narrowly, or

provides a – sometimes broadly framed,

more broadly, so as to be able to better live

sometimes more specific – consensual ap-

up to the commitments made. Often,

proach to advancing human rights, often in-

their acceptance of recommendations will

dicating a commitment of that government to

also

actions for improving its human rights situa-

standing of concepts and basic ideas,

tion in a certain area. Referring to accepted

and on their national interpretation of

depend

on

their

specific

under-
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various fundamental rights and professional

they become political commitments between

standards.

countries with strong political implications.
As a result, these commitments are more

For UN Member States presenting recom-

likely to be adhered to, especially “when

mendations to other Member States, the

recommendations are delivered by a coun-

political dimension may explain why some

try with whom the reviewed state aims to

recommendations are formulated in very

maintain positive diplomatic relations”.108

broad terms. As one observer has put it,

Field research work conducted during the

“states seem reluctant to criticize each

first UPR cycle concurs with this observation,

other too harshly, to avoid jeopardizing

highlighting cases where receiving countries

their diplomatic relations”.107

feel compelled to accept recommendations,

It may furthermore be argued that

in order to please; or where presenting

practical and implementable recommenda-

states may “offer what were judged as ‘easy’

tions are often a practical prerequisite for

or friendly recommendations, thus crowding

committed governments to implement their

out… recommendations addressing a state’s

accepted UPR recommendations. This sug-

deficiencies and/or misdeeds”. It also ap-

gests that UPR recommendations should

pears that countries often direct such friendly

preferably be: 1) specific and measurable;

recommendations towards members of their

2) achievable within a specific timeframe;

own regional bloc. So-called friendly recom-

and 3) able to take into account the national

mendations have been justified as a gesture

context of the reviewed states. Based on the

of solidarity, or as a necessity for maintain-

filtering of data done by the Danish Institute

ing cordial relationships and protection in

for Human Rights (DIHR), it appears that a

times of tense/conflictual relationships with

large number of recommendations are if not

other countries.109

fully, then still more or less, in line with
these standards.

Around 2% of the accepted UPR recommendations – a little more than 1,200 accepted

A research study indicates that the nature

recommendations since 2007 – pertain to

of bilateral relations – between the present-

the freedom of expression, at national lev-

ing and receiving country – play an impor-

el, of either artists, journalists or scientific

tant role, not only in the formulation of the

researchers, calling for, and often providing

recommendation, but also in the decision

concrete guidance on, measures to improve

of the receiving country whether or not to

the freedom of expression of these profes-

accept it; and, if accepted, in the country’s

sional groups.

efforts to implement it.

Relying on the data provided by the

The study argues that since the accept-

DIHR, this chapter will zoom in on those 2%,

ed recommendations are not endorsed by

illustrating key issues in relation to Member

all states participating in the UPR, but rather

States’ commitments to the freedom of ex-

take the form of bilateral recommendations,

pression for artists, journalists and scientific
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researchers. It will do so by presenting ap-

been accepted in relation to scientific re-

proximate numbers and identifying some

searchers, and 23 in relation to artists.

trends and tendencies. The purpose is to

Almost all the commitments made by states

present a bigger picture, while breaking the

to improve freedom of expression for profes-

2% down into different topics, based on

sional groups relate to journalists.

questions such as:

This distribution of (accepted) UPR recommendations between the three professional

— How is the situation of artists, journalists

groups is quite striking. As stated in Chapter

and scientific researchers reflected in the

1, we are at present witnessing an increase

UPR recommendations that are accepted

in attacks on both artists and scientific

by governments?

researchers who, like journalists, provide

— What are the critical factors for raising

their critical voices on important topics such

awareness of the particular challenges of

as governments’ handling of the COVID-19

these professions in the UPR process, and

pandemic. All three professional groups are

for ensuring that accepted recommenda-

often prosecuted under the same laws, or

tions reflect key issues? What is the role

attacked by the same actors, and similarly

of states, CSOs and UN entities?

susceptible to self-censoring. Many of the UN

— How do commitments to UPR recommendations reflect the situation in the coun-

mechanisms they indirectly can turn to are
also the same, such as the UPR.

try, including lessons learnt and recent
relevant activities?
— How do governments follow up on

ARTISTS AND SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCHERS

their commitments? What are the critical
As reports from CSOs and UN entities often

incentives for implementation?

constitute an important part of the knowlAll together, the various insights triggered

edge base for Member States’ formulation

by the data from DIHR seek to shed light –

of recommendations, it may be surmised

from different perspectives, both techni-

that lack of awareness across the UN sys-

cal and political – on some challenges and

tem, as well as shortage of CSOs capacities

opportunities in relation to the commitments

to monitor and report, may partially explain

of governments to improve the freedom

why governments only rarely formulate rec-

of expression for artists, journalists and

ommendations to each other with regard

scientific researchers.110

to the freedom of expression of artists and
scientific researchers. Another explanation is

Very few UPR recommendations – and

that two rights important to them, the right

therefore also very few of the accepted

to take part in cultural life and the right to

recommendations

enjoy the benefits of scientific progress, are

–

address

the

situa-

tion of artists and scientific researchers:
Only

about

20

recommendations

have

amongst the least developed human rights.
This is also a valid assumption with regard
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UPR information – for increasing the number

ESCO’s more forward-leaning approach to

of references to freedom of expression of

freedom of expression for journalists, no

scientific researchers in future UPR cycles.

country-specific UPR-related input from this
organization seems to have dealt with either

A few UPR recommendations include strong-

artistic or scientific freedom. At the same

er wording of the importance of scientific

time, the normally highly profiled media rights

freedom. China has committed, for example,

organizations have generally not included

“to consider strengthening the positive en-

artists or scientific researchers in their

gagement with civil society, nongovernmen-

advocacy work. Within the UPR framework,

tal and academic institutions, with a view to

science and scientific freedom is probably one

enhancing the promotion of human rights

of the areas to which Member States collec-

and fundamental freedoms of its people”.

tively have so far given the least attention.111

Likewise, Poland has pledged to “reconsider,

Input, and some lobbying, from research

with regard to concerns raised by the Inter-

institutions have probably helped to inform

national Holocaust Remembrance Alliance,

the Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural

legislation that restricts open and honest

rights on her mandate regarding the rights

scientific research and that can serve to

to benefit from scientific progress and to sci-

intimidate researchers”.114

entific freedom. These rights are considered

While some capacity-building activities, in-

as closely interlinked with the right to take

volving local arts and human rights organiza-

part in cultural life, “since both relate to the

tions, have been undertaken in recent years

pursuit of knowledge and understanding and

to enable CSO submissions to the UPR, it has

to human creativity”.112

been argued that working with UN human

The recent publication of the ICESCR Gen-

rights mechanisms requires time, expertise

eral Comment No. 25 from 2020 is another

and financial resources that are not readily

important contribution. It stresses the spe-

available to most arts organizations. It has

cific duty of states to “respect the freedom

also been noted that only very few cultural in-

indispensable for scientific research”, and

stitutions devote time and resources to pro-

it explains that this freedom includes the

mote artistic freedom, because they rely on

protection of researchers from undue influ-

government and/or corporate funding and

ence; autonomous research institutions; the

are reluctant to do anything that would nega-

right freely and openly to question the eth-

tively impact future support or sponsorships.

ical value of research projects; cooperation

Likewise, “artists, who are generally not

with other researchers; and the sharing of

supported by trade unions, can be reluctant

scientific data and analysis. 113

to become known as “trouble-makers” and

Over time, the further elaboration of Gen-

lose access to exhibition space, grants and

eral Comment No. 25 may prove to be impor-

other support”. Going forward, it has been

tant – in synergy with possible NHRI and CSO

suggested that artists and CSOs who work

submissions to the OHCHR’s compilation of

with UN bodies on freedom of expression
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begin to collaborate: “such collaboration

media and ensure that freedom of expression

would be mutually beneficial: arts organi-

is safeguarded in all forms, including arts”;

zations being able to tap into the NGOs’ ex-

and to “guarantee freedom of expression

pertise, and the artists in turn enriching and

and opinion, especially for journalists, writers

expanding the NGOs’ reach and influence”.115

and editors”.

Only a few years ago, UNESCO initiated

sions and other CSO information may have

measures to monitor, document and address

raised awareness of the challenges of artists

the issue of violations of artists’ right to free-

in relation to freedom of expression, and

dom of expression.

In these contexts, increased CSO submis-

Global advocacy and

hence the need to include more recommen-

systematic monitoring have been carried out

dations on this in Member States’ approach

mainly by international CSOs, primarily PEN

to UPR. However, it cannot be taken for

International and Freemuse, while others

granted that CSO submissions, providing in-

such as Article 19, include freedom of artistic

formation on the situation of artistic freedom

expression as part of their broader freedom

of expression in countries, are automatically

of expression work.

prioritized by Member States and will result

116

During

the

biennium

2014-2015,

in these being put forward as UPR recom-

Freemuse made it a priority to disseminate

mendations. CSO submissions may inspire,

UPR-related input on artistic freedom, by

but Member States will make their decisions

preparing seven submissions in collabora-

on what to recommend based on a wide

tion with national, regional and international

number of considerations.

partners on the state of artistic freedom (in
Belarus, Egypt, Iran, Lebanon, Turkey, USA

As a Member State normally only provides

and Zimbabwe).

a limited number of UPR recommendations

117

Submission of such information from

to another Member State, there is a degree

CSO stakeholders may be said to represent a

of “competition” between various specific

turning point, creating broader awareness of

human rights challenges to be addressed.

these issues. For instance, by accepting a pro-

Countries may approach the situation in

posed UPR recommendation, Lebanon has

other Member States from a position of

committed to “ratify the UNESCO Convention

principle, or they may zoom in on processes

on the Protection and Promotion of Diversity

already under way in a country. Providing an

of the Cultural Expression”.

additional push of support, they may submit

118

a recommendation that countries can more
Likewise, Egypt has accepted a recommen-

readily accept, and thereby contribute to

dation, presented by Norway, to “guarantee

progress.

that freedom of expression is ensured in all

The “competition” also pertains to the

its forms, including artistic expression, on-

different aspects of human rights. Issues

line and offline”. Turkey has agreed to “re-

relating to civil and political rights such as

frain from censoring social and conventional

freedom of expression for journalists and
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other media professionals have tradition-

of journalists play a particular role. UNESCO

ally attracted significant interest. The same

has taken a new strategic step to further sup-

is not true for economic, social and cultural

port relevant stakeholders to improve their

rights-related issues or the rights of other

engagement with the UPR process by de-

professionals. This is very clearly expressed

veloping new guidelines to the UN Country

in the number of recommendations on jour-

Teams.121 It appears that when States make

nalists’ freedom of expression compared

recommendations to each other in the area

to the number of recommendations with

of safety of journalists, these recommenda-

respect to artists and scientific researchers.

tions very often encourage cooperation with
the UNESCO Director-General, requesting

On this background, and inspired by the

information on impunity.

capability of media and human rights or-

One might think that countries with a

ganizations to place the safety of journalists

high number of attacks on journalists would

high on the international agenda, it has been

receive (and accept) a high number of rec-

recommended, within the framework of the

ommendations, seeking to improve the dire

UNESCO 2005 Convention, that artists be

situation. Yet this is only sometimes the case.

included in approaches taken with regard to
journalists. More specifically, it has been sug-

Various data shows that the countries with

gested that Member States take “initiatives

the highest number of killings of journal-

that engage UN mechanisms and Member

ists neither receive nor commit to the high-

States with the promotion and protection

est number of UPR recommendations. The

of freedom of artistic expression… including

overall

through a UN Plan of Action for the safety

few country examples, across regions, may

of artists”.119

serve to illustrate this.

picture

is

somewhat

mixed.

A

Sweden has taken such an initiative, not

Within its region, Mexico123 has the high-

by developing another national mechanism

est rate of journalists killed. This is reflected

specifically for artists, but by establishing a

in the UPR, both in terms of the high num-

national mechanism that covers the safety

ber of recommendations received, and in

of both artists and journalists as part of the

terms of what these recommendations are

implementation of the UN Plan of Action

about. Journalists are explicitly referred to

mentioned in Chapter 4.120

as a profession. Human rights defenders are
often also included as a group at risk, and

JOURNALISTS

the category may, of course, also comprise
artists, journalists and scientific researchers

As already stated, it is not surprising that

addressing human rights issues in their work.

the bulk of UPR recommendations with re-

A large number of the recommendations cov-

spect to freedom of expression concerns

er aspects such as the need to ensure that

journalists and the issue of media freedom.

existing laws and mechanisms are fully im-

In this context, efforts to promote the safety

plemented and functioning. This signals that
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the overall legal framework for protection of

standards. Emphasis is less on implementa-

journalists and the media is already in place,

tion; instead, the recommendations focus on

and that measures to improve the situation

improving the legal framework, which consti-

should focus on implementation capacities.

tutes a challenging working environment for

A few recommendations do, however,

journalists.

stress the need for new policies and strat-

The role played by security forces is

egies. Several recommendations reflect, in

another issue that features prominently.

a more or less detailed manner, the three

There are several calls upon the national

P’s: Prevention, Protection and Prosecution,

security forces to refrain from, more and

which represent the key areas of the UN Plan

less, violent acts against journalists. Likewise,

of Action. The most evident takeaway from a

it is suggested that governmental actors

large majority of the supported recommen-

should actively seek to redress the situation

dations is the need to ensure the necessary

by speaking publicly in favour of freedom of

human and financial resources to support

expression and the role of journalists.127

the national mechanism for the safety of

At the time of writing, the Somali gov-

journalists. By contrast to UPR recommen-

ernment has not responded to UNESCO’s

dations presented to other countries, such

requests for judicial follow-up information

, none of the

on a number (16) of cases of killings during

as Thailand and Guatemala
67

UPR

124

recommendations

to

Mexico

the period of June 2016 and August 2019.128

mentions the UN Plan of Action explicitly,

However, this is not reflected in any of the

but the substance is covered.

UPR recommendations. Two recommenda-

The Mexican government has underlined

tions capture the main thrust of the com-

its commitment to improve the situation by

mitments made by the Somali government:

announcing, on the 2019 International Day

1) The recommendation to adopt clear by-

to End Impunity, the creation of a fund to be

laws and regulations to the new Media Law

managed independently by UNESCO.

clarifying

125

the

general

clauses

for

the

benefit of the journalists instead of further
Within the African region, Somalia126 has both

reducing the space of free media, and 2)

the highest number of journalists killed and

the recommendation to ensure that the

the highest number (28) of accepted UPR rec-

National Intelligence and Security Agency

ommendations, referring to the challenges

refrains from detaining journalists, closing

of freedom of expression for journalists in

media outlets, confiscating media equipment

Somalia. The various recommendations are

and other law enforcement activities, which

less comprehensive and they differ in content

are beyond its mandate.129

and focus from the recommendations presented to Mexico. One prominent message

Iraq accounts for the highest number of cas-

is the need for new laws and law reforms;

es of journalists killed, not only in the Arab

clarification of (too) generally formulated

region but also across regions.130 Yet the

clauses; and compliance with international

country has only been invited to commit to
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11 recommendations related to this within

of, prevention against and prosecution

the UPR framework. Most of the recommen-

of attacks against journalists.134

dations are broadly formulated, with few

In 2021, the investigative journalist and

concrete elements, hence being less opera-

media executive – and most recently also

tional and difficult to include in a meaningful

Nobel Peace Prize winner – Maria Ressa

oversight exercise. Nevertheless, one con-

of the Philippines was nominated to the

crete point appears several times: the need

UNESCO/Guillermo

for law reforms. This is reflected in the rather

Freedom Prize. In recent years, she has

precise recommendation to revise the exist-

been the target of online attacks and judicial

ing legislation, in particular the “Protection

processes

of Journalists Law number 21” with a view

reporting and status as manager of an

to removing all restrictions on the freedom

online outlet. She has been arrested for

of the press and to ensuring full protection

alleged crimes related to the exercise of

of journalists and other media workers.

her profession, and has been subject to a

131

relating

Cano

to

her

World

Press

investigative

UNESCO has been spearheading the

sustained campaign of gendered online

implementation of the UN Plan of Action in

abuse, threats and harassment.135 Stake-

Iraq, in cooperation with the UN country team,

holders perceive the nomination of Ms.

the Iraqi authorities, media representatives,

Ressa as helpful in sustaining attention to

as well as national and international special-

the challenges of journalists in the Philip-

ized CSOs. A national mechanism monitors

pines, but also globally.

attacks on journalists in Iraq, and after a
series of registered attacks during protests

In general, high-profile cases such as this

in 2019, the Minister of Interior declared

one tend to considerably increase the glob-

his readiness to dispatch security forces to

al awareness of the issues related to free-

any media at risk, and to deploy a Special

dom of expression of journalists. This is also

Investigative Unit to conduct investigations

reflected in the accepted UPR recommen-

into these attacks.132

dations. For instance, a little over a quarter
of the (15) recommendations accepted by

Though the Philippines have the highest

Saudi Arabia explicitly mention the case of

number of killings of journalists in its

journalist Jamal Khashoggi, and impartial

region133 , the country has only accepted

investigation is a repeated key word. Saudi

one UPR recommendation out of the ten

Arabia has in this context agreed to:

received in total on this issue, which brings
to the forefront the matter of uneven
country

of incidents and violence against human

ments. At the same time, and like Mex-

rights defenders, in particular journalists,

ico, Somalia and Iraq, the Philippines is

including the death of Jamal Khashoggi;

among the countries that have created a

— Disclose all information available on

mechanism

to

for

UPR

— Ensure the full and impartial investigation

commit-

national

approaches

the

protection

the disappearance and killing of Saudi
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journalist Jamal Khashoggi, and cooperate

“in the light of the killing of the journalist

with and lead a credible and impartial in-

Daphne Caruana Galizia, take all measures

vestigation bringing those responsible to

to protect and support journalists working

justice;

to uncover corruption and other matters of

— Conduct a full, credible, transparent and

the highest public interest”. A few accepted

independent investigation into the al-

recommendations

leged killing of journalist Jamal Khashoggi;

countability through the conduct of inde-

— Ensure that the investigation of the

pendent, impartial, prompt, thorough, effec-

assassination of Saudi journalist Jamal

tive, credible and transparent investigations

Khashoggi carried out by Saudi Arabia

into all cases of violence, threats and attacks

in cooperation with the Turkish author-

against journalists and media workers. Oth-

ities is comprehensive and transparent,

ers point to the need for a full investigation

and concluded promptly so that those

into all threats, harassment and violence

responsible for these very serious events

against journalists, bringing to justice not only

are brought to justice.136

the direct perpetrators, but also those who

concern

ensuring

ac-

incited them to commit those deeds.138
A

recent

Investigation

Report

of

the

Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, sum-

Another country in the European region,

mary or arbitrary executions points out

Slovakia, has accepted 12 recommenda-

that “Mr. Khashoggi’s killing constituted an

tions; of which several appear to address

extrajudicial killing for which the State of

issues that characterize the case of the

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is responsi-

killing of journalist Ján Kuciak and his fiancée,

ble”. Further to this, the Special Rapporteur

Martina Kusnírová.

recommends that UNESCO and UN Network

Again one recommendation mentions

of Focal Points “take actions to ensure the

the case explicitly. Other recommenda-

implementation of the UN Plan of Action

tions suggest that the government take all

on the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of

necessary steps to strengthen anti-corruption

Impunity at local level in the concerned

laws, ensure independence of the judiciary

countries”. In the same vein, the Special

and protect the rights and safety of journal-

Rapporteur urges Saudi Arabia and Turkey to

ists. In addition, some recommendations ad-

“Reply exhaustively to the UNESCO Director-

dress the need to ensure that public broad-

General’s request for information…”.

casters remain free from political pressure

137

and that journalists are protected, including
Among other high-profile cases is the killing

by prompt and effective investigations.

of Maltese journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia. Malta has committed to ten recommen-

Highlighting specific cases like the ones

dations in total. Of these, several appear to

mentioned above may raise public aware-

address issues relating to the case of Daphne

ness and provide insights into the specific

C. Galizia. One mentions the case explicitly:

journalistic duties that put journalists at
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practical steps to implement the recommen-

political interference and media owner-

dations that they have accepted. Different

ship. Playing a prominent role in the recom-

actors, including governments, National Hu-

mendations to Slovakia, it runs throughout

man Rights Institutions and CSOs, have de-

many UPR recommendations to countries

veloped tracking methodologies and tools to

in the European region.

monitor progress on the implementation of

If the economic situation in some coun-

UPR recommendations. Such tools may in-

tries worsens in the aftermath of COVID-19,

clude the development of a matrix with the

the risks of media, or art or science capture,

accepted recommendations and an expla-

are likely to increase, as illustrated in Chap-

nation of position and intended follow-up by

ter 1. It will also be important to track emer-

the responsible ministries for each recom-

gency measures restricting the freedom of

mendation. Ideally, such a matrix should be

expression. A recent research paper recom-

revisited once or twice during the cycle.141

mends investigation into whether the UPR

Further to this, States, stakeholders and

is responding to the COVID-19 crisis both in

UN entities can submit, on a voluntary ba-

terms of recognizing, in the recommenda-

sis, mid-term reports or annual updates to

tions presented by Member States, the ad-

reflect the current situation and the extent to

verse and disparate impact of the pandemic

which recommendations are being followed.

on human rights and on vulnerable groups.

The so-called Mid-Term Reports (MTRs)

But also, and more broadly, by way of good

allow for assessments of how far States have

practices on how to frame a human rights

come towards implementing their accepted

response to the new challenges as coun-

UPR recommendations. MTRs also represent

tries seek to “build back better” in the post-

“an opportunity for national actors to detail

pandemic world.

the steps they are taking, including advoca-

139

cy, institutional building and the developAs these country examples demonstrate,

ment of implementation tools and strategies,

combatting impunity remains a major chal-

towards implementation”. This practice has

lenge across regions. Research has pointed

furthermore “allowed for different perspec-

out that this is “due to lack of political will,

tives on human rights in a given country to be

weak institutions overseeing law and order

reflected in the government reports”. It has

and slow moving courts”.140 At the same time,

also paved the way for individual or collective

the accepted UPR recommendations reflect

submissions from CSOs, which have “brought

governments’ commitments to improve the

necessary independent perspectives”.142

situation. Follow-up on these commitments

While 76 States have voluntarily submitted

will require continuous attention, and States

MTRs, only seven States are among the coun-

must recognize the need to ensure follow-up

try examples highlighted previously in this

on previous commitments.

chapter.143 Zooming in on the MTRs, it has been

Between the end of one UPR review

explained by one country under review (So-

and the start of the next, States are to take

malia) that lack of functional state institutions
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for several decades, due to conflict, has neg-

country that has issued the highest number

atively impacted the ability of the country to

(five) of recommendations on artists, followed

meet its reporting obligations. While it has

by the USA (three), Canada (two) and about 20

been recommended that the country “utilize

other countries, including Sweden (one). On

international financial and technical assis-

the issue of scientific researchers, Iceland ap-

tance to discharge its human rights report-

pears among the countries having submitted

ing obligations”, only three donor countries

most recommendations (three), followed by

(Sweden,

about 15 other countries, including Norway,

Norway

and

Denmark)

“have

put money into the kitty”. While the Somali government has committed to 28 recommendations,

specifically

dealing

with

freedom of expression and journalists, the
MTR provides information on only three of
these recommendations.144
In general, one lesson learnt from countries having submitted MTRs is that “these
reports have considerably assisted in illuminating the monitoring and implementation
practices, including rating systems, underway
in the states across the world”. An international consultant for OHCHR recommends
that all Member States should employ the
practice of preparing MTRs to assess progress mid-way between the UPR cycles. They
should also ensure that the attention at the
national level remains focused on the UPR.145
The bilateral nature of UPR recommendations has been stressed throughout by the
country examples presented in this paper:
Recommendation by x-country to y-country.
Data indicates that the countries proposing the highest number of recommendations on freedom of expression are
European

countries.

When

it

concerns

journalists, Norway ranks as number two
among the top-five countries, including
France, Canada, Austria and the Netherlands.
Sweden figures as number 11 on the list. While
on a significantly lower scale, Norway is the

having issued two recommendations.146
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS:
The Human Rights Council’s Universal Periodic Review is undoubtedly the most
important innovation – and improvement – of the UN Human Rights system in recent
years. UPR covers human rights in their totality and involves all members of the United
Nations on an equal footing: as subjects to peer review and as proponents of
recommendations to each other on improvements of the human rights situation
in the country under review.
Still, the discussion above also identifies certain critical areas:
— The need for all Member States to address the overall balance in their recommendations, and to emphasize more strongly, if they so wish, recommendations
related to artistic and scientific freedom. This will be part of a wider approach
to freedom of expression for key professional groups (artists, journalists and
scientific researchers);
— The need for more precision in recommendations, in order to improve the
possibilities for realistic and practical monitoring of the iplementation of accepted
recommendations. This also relates to specific recommendations on freedom
of expression of the said professional groups;
— The need to reflect on how to improve UNESCO’s input to the UPR process.
This is an important part of the “inspirational catalogue” of various human rights
challenges that Member States should carefully consider in order to further focus
their recommendations.
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CHAPTER 7:
UNESCO AND
THE WAY AHEAD
UNESCO has a long track record of contrib-

The emphasis of the various UNESCO in-

uting to the promotion and advancement of

struments differs, but they all cover, to some

human rights, in particular the right to free-

degree, freedoms, rights and socio-economic

dom of expression. UNESCO’s efforts go all

conditions as well as safety. Addressing the

the way back to the drafting of the UDHR.

issue of impunity figures most prominently

As set out in this report, UNESCO has over

in the instruments relating to journalists. It

time developed and revitalized a number of

is common for all three professional groups

normative instruments that seek to guide

that the various steps undertaken by au-

Member States in their efforts to establish a

thorities to deal with the COVID-19 pandem-

sound and enabling working environment for

ic – some well-founded, some less so – risk

artists, journalists and scientific researchers,

undermining

including for the protection of their freedom

conditions unless actions are taken to roll

of expression.

back the emergency measures that currently

their

professional

working

These three professional groups play a

and disproportionately restrict their freedom

vital role for open and democratic dialogue

of expression. Furthermore, the financial

and discussions in society. They contribute

viability of these sectors must be stabilized

with new ideas, new approaches, key insights

in a manner that ensures that government

and – especially for journalists – with means

funders do not attach new and more domi-

to safeguard the rule of law and maintain a

nant political strings to their financial sup-

system of political accountability, where civil

port, but on the contrary guarantee that due

society can play a decisive role in holding pub-

criticism and pluralism of everyone or any-

lic officials accountable. They all represent

thing is acceptable in a free and open society.

the critical voices that are part and parcel of

Independent oversight has been high-

public discourse, innovation and progress. At

lighted as critical to ensure that COVID-19

the same time, the professions are subject

restrictions are legal, in accordance with

to professional standards – artists maybe

universal values and international stand-

less than journalists and scientific research-

ards, and include sunset clauses. The United

ers – to ensure that their practitioners exe-

Nations Human Right system can provide

cute their critical functions as independently,

some of this oversight, utilizing the strengths

honestly and fairly as possible.
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of Treaty Bodies, Special Rapporteurs, the

sectoral approach are numerous. It may pave

good offices of OHCHR, and the UPR to

the way for new opportunities; develop joint

coordinate

analyze

messaging; deliver collective impact; and

data

developments

in

collection
and

and

countries.

uphold freedom of expression as not only

UNESCO should be part of this common

across

an individual right, for which no critical voic-

endeavour with its focus on freedom of ex-

es should be silenced, but also as a collective

pression for artists, journalists and scientific

right that empowers people at large.

researchers.
As the UN specialized agency with a
It is thus both critical and timely to promote

mandate to “promote the free flow of ide-

a renewed UNESCO vision of a cross-sectoral

as by word and image”, UNESCO should

approach to freedom of expression. Hence,

always be at the forefront in the defence of

this chapter proposes a vision that takes

freedom of expression. This implies a glob-

as its starting point the worrying fact that

al standard-setting that provides a baseline

critical voices of artists, journalists and

for the establishment of national policies, as

scientific researchers are under growing

well as for the promotion of evidence-based

threat in many societies. This is increasingly

action. To that end, UNESCO’s monitoring

the case, as countries around the world have

system is key. Monitoring current develop-

used the COVID-19 pandemic to further limit

ments constitutes an essential element in

freedom of expression. All such threats must

enabling UNESCO to play an efficient and

be countered. Bringing evidence to the atten-

credible

tion of the international community is impor-

protection of the right to freedom of

tant – regardless of whether these threats

expression

concern killings or other forms of attacks on

tence. At its best, monitoring provides

artists, scientific researchers and journalists,

a global picture of the situation, tracks

such as kidnapping, enforced disappear-

progress,

ance, arbitrary detention and torture, or they

identifies challenging areas, and hence

concern the underlying causes of these

becomes a fundamental prerequisite for

professions’ vulnerability to media, culture

taking future action.

or science capture.

normative
within

highlights

role,
its

ensuring

area

of

promising

the

compe-

policies,

Seeking new and strengthened part-

As we have seen, artists, journalists and

nerships with CSOs, nationally as well as

scientific researchers are facing fairly similar

internationally, can help optimize UNESCO’s

challenges with respect to their freedom of

monitoring system. Such partnerships entail

expression. Standing up to and defending the

opportunities for further diversification of

unique roles of these professional groups –

UNESCO’s data sources, hence contributing

and doing so jointly – may therefore strength-

to more robust mechanisms for monitoring

en not only the individual voices within each

and evaluating impact. New cross-sectoral

profession, but also strengthen them as a

monitoring activities can facilitate joint calls

collective group. The benefits of a cross-
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for action and follow-up, just as it can send

about this agenda. Data collection and ev-

an important message of zero tolerance

idence gathering are key elements – build-

against attacks on critical voices.

ing blocks – and can be further enhanced

Hence, meaningful civil society involvement

in

UNESCO’s

monitoring

through the sharing of information within

systems

the framework of Treaty Bodies, UN Spe-

can strengthen the global knowledge and

cial Rapporteurs, as well as the UPR pro-

evidence base; contribute to improved di-

cess. Information compiled from CSOs and

agnosis of the problems; and better inform

UN entities, including UNESCO, is meant

policy-making. CSOs can help to identify

to offer UPR a comprehensive overview

critical issues: How are policies affecting

of the freedom of expression situation

the working conditions of various groups

on the ground. This implies that UNESCO

of professionals? What can be done to

covers both journalists, artists and scien-

further enhance an enabling environment

tific researchers in its UPR-related input

for freedom of expression? Many CSOs are

to OHCHR.

important “watchdogs”, focusing on how
to improve transparency and accountabil-

Based on this cross-sectoral UNESCO vision,

ity in the national implementation of global

three strategic directions and accompany-

normative instruments. A more systematic

ing recommendations are outlined below.

participation of CSOs in UNESCO’s govern-

These recommendations are generally more

ing bodies is important, and implies a civil

limited, and more targeted, than the broad-

society infrastructure that both includes and

er framed preliminary conclusions set out at

amplifies diverse voices.

the end of Chapters 3-6 above, as the actual

Promotion of human rights is the respon-

recommendations in this report are all based

sibility of every UN actor. Respect for human

on the following practical approaches in or-

rights must also permeate everything UN-

der to increase their chances of succeeding:

ESCO does, in the field, at regional level, at
Headquarters and in the wider UN system.

— Use existing decisions of UNESCO gov-

The immense challenge presented by emer-

erning bodies, as well as the UNESCO

gency measures and COVID-19 restrictions

strategy on human rights and other

on freedom of expression further underlines

relevant frameworks to promote the

how vital it is for UN agencies to have a co-

replication of good practices and develop

ordinated response. A single, strategic and

new actions;

harmonized UN approach that promotes

— Take advantage of lessons learnt in

the safety of both artists, journalists and sci-

relation to the implementation of the

entists – and which addresses the issue of

UN Plan of Action;

impunity across the three sectors – may be

— Seek inspiration from the good practices

the way forward. To that end, close cooper-

undertaken in the UNESCO science and

ation with OHCHR is important to raise the

culture sectors, as well as the communi-

awareness of the international community

cation and information sector;
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— Combine transparency and accounta-

request governments to investigate such

bility with the recognition that Member

crimes and prosecute the perpetrators.

States are, within some frameworks, only

This implies a mainstreaming of UNESCO’s

expected to act on a voluntary basis;

approach to the crosscutting protection of

— Address the weak spots by proposing

freedom of expression for all three profes-

relatively simple measures and avoiding

sional groups. In practice, this will call for

complexity; and

intensified mapping by CSOs and others

— Build on existing reflections, as document-

who can provide the necessary informa-

ed in UN reports or shared by consulted

tion to UNESCO, and the establishment

experts, on how to improve the system

of new partnerships on this, building on

as well as national implementation.

the good practice of the Communication
and Information sector.

On this basis, three strategic directions are

— Consider concrete ways to revitalize

suggested as follow-up on the findings of this

UNESCO’s practice of requesting infor-

report, supported – in total – by 25 specific

mation from Member States regarding

recommendations:

unresolved cases of killings of journalists.
At present this practice includes a news

STRATEGIC DIRECTION
NO. 1: AWARENESS RAISING

release on UNESCO’s website: “Challenging impunity: UNESCO invites Member
States to report on the killings of jour-

UNESCO should:

nalists”, where UNESCO informs that it

— More actively promote and facilitate

had just sent its regular request to Mem-

cross-sectoral messaging, events and ac-

ber States to report on the judicial fol-

tivities to display the commonalities of

low-up on killing of journalists – with a

artists, journalists and scientific research-

deadline for Member States to respond

ers in relation to freedom of expression.

(approximately three months later). While

This may be done within the framework

this approach allows for raising public

of the World Radio Day (13 February), the

awareness, it may also, if communicated

World Press Freedom Day (3 May), the

strategically, contribute to the mobiliza-

World Day for Cultural Diversity (21 May),

tion of CSOs. UNESCO should seek ways

the Universal Access to Information Day

to fine-tune this approach in terms of

(28 September), the International Day to

strategic communication. For instance, by

End Impunity for Crimes against Journal-

listing the countries that are receiving the

ists (2 November), the World Science Day

request, but also by continuing to provide

(10 November) and the Human Rights

social media materials for campaigns, and

Day (10 December).

by sending a circular letter to National

— Publicly condemn verified cases of violence and attacks against artists, journalists and scientific researchers, and

Commissions and UNESCO’s CSO partners
to mobilize their attention.147
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Member States should:
— Demonstrate, on an urgent basis, their

STRATEGIC DIRECTION
NO. 2: MONITORING

concern of the evidence of the scale and
number of attacks against artists, journal-

UNESCO should:

ists and scientific researchers by making

— Develop a cross-cutting perspective on

statements and declarations, or adopting

the implementation of its profession-re-

proper legislation to redress this situation

lated normative instruments as set out in

– and enforce it.

this report: the 1980 Recommendation on

— Take an active role in the prevention

Artists, the 2005 Convention on Diversity

of attacks whether it be against artists,

of Cultural Expressions, the UN Plan of Ac-

journalists or scientific researchers, and

tion on journalists and the 2017 Recom-

take prompt action in response to such

mendation on scientific researchers. This

attacks by establishing national emer-

should be done – through the existing UN-

gency mechanisms. To this end, Member

ESCO reporting mechanisms (e.g. surveys,

States

from

questionnaires, letters) – by obtaining pe-

may

seek

inspiration

activities,

riodical information from Member States

such as the training module on artistic

on: 1) COVID-19-related issues, including

freedom, the toolkit on legal standards on

on efforts of Member States to comply

freedom of expression for the judiciary,

with restrictions being lawful, necessary

as well as the Guidebook for Journalist

and proportionate, and time-bound – and

Safety Indicators.

the inherent obligation to roll back emer-

UNESCO’s

capacity-building

gency measures and related restrictions
Civil Society, including UNESCO National

on the freedom of expression for artists,

Commissions, National Human Rights

journalists and scientific researchers on

Institutions (NHRIs) and professional

that basis, 2) measures to prevent media,

associations should:

art and science capture, and 3) the state of

— Organize national or regional events to

safety for artists, journalists and scientific

support the global messaging and the

researchers

awareness of UNESCO’s instruments and

by, the Journalists Safety Indicators.

activities..

based

on,

and

inspired

— Replicate the good practice of launching

— Engage with partners to explain the

Open Calls in relation to the develop-

purpose of UNESCO’s procedures, and

ment of questionnaires, in order to align

build capacities to formulate commu-

and mainstream its monitoring approach

nications to UNESCO on cases relat-

across the various sectors in the organiza-

ing to artists, journalists and scientific

tion. UNESCO could invite CSOs to provide

researchers. The 2015 and 2018 Global

inputs on the formulation of questions

Reports of the 2005 Convention out-

in surveys to be submitted to Member

line and explain the procedure as part

States, and to be involved in Member

of efforts to raise awareness.

States’ response to the questionnaire.
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Open Calls should also be launched to

in order to support the implementation

proactively invite CSOs to submit written

of SDG indicator 16.10.1.149

contributions relevant to the work of UN-

— Pursue this idea by inviting NHRIs and

ESCO in relation to freedom of expression

CSOs to report to UNESCO on such cases,

for artists, journalists and scientific re-

following the same procedure as for the

searchers, and in line with existing rules

cases of killings, and request information

and guidelines.

from Member States on the status of these
society

cases. The scope of the dedicated UNESCO

for the purpose of data collection in

webpage should be broadened to include

order to enhance the monitoring of the

the tracking of the status of the verified

implementation of UNESCO’s profession-

cases of “any physical violence”. UNESCO

related instruments. Such efforts should

should apply the same methodology of

include

on

categorizing cases (resolved, unresolved,

the value of contributing to reporting

no information received) and with the

processes. It should also draw on existing

Member State’s consent publish the reply

— Strengthen

outreach

strategic

to

civil

communication

good UNESCO practices of identifying and
documenting the CSOs which are relevant

States on actions taken by Member States

data partners.148
— Seek

concrete

on the webpage.
— Collect information from all Member

to

to promote the safety of journalists and

the need for broadening the scope of

to combat impunity. The 2016 IPDC De-

monitoring by including other violations

cision on Safety of Journalists “Invites

than killings of journalists, such as

the Director-General to further reinforce

enforced

torture,

this analytical report [the UNESCO Direc-

arbitrary

ways

to

respond

disappearance,

kidnapping.

tor-General’s biennial report] by collecting

As stated in Chapter 4, the General

detention

and

information on actions taken by Member

Conference

(1997)

States, to promote the safety of journalists

invites the Director-General not only to

Resolution

29

and to combat impunity as a way to share

condemn assassination but also “any

good practices”. Today, UNESCO is collect-

physical violence against journalists as a

ing this information only from Member

crime against society”. Today, UNESCO’s

States with unresolved cases of killings,

approach of listing countries focuses

while it would be possible, and fully in

exclusively on verified cases of killings.

line with the IPDC decision, to collect this

However, according to the basic text from

information from all Member States.

1997 it may be possible to apply the same

— Pursue this idea by designing a UNESCO

approach to Member States with “verified

questionnaire that Member States are in-

cases of (killing,) kidnapping, enforced

vited to reply to every four years, following

disappearance, arbitrary detention and

the same structures and procedures as for

torture of journalists, associated media

the 2005 Convention, or the 1980 Recom-

personnel (…) in the previous 12 months”

mendation or the 2017 Recommendation.
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standard-setting instruments.

tions structured around four main head-

— Ensure meaningful involvement of their

lines: 1) Member States’ efforts to imple-

civil society in the various processes re-

ment the UN Plan of Action, 2) efforts to

lated to UNESCO’s periodic reporting

implement the Journalist Safety Indica-

and requests for information. This would

tors, 3) efforts to implement SDG target

be in line with the UN Secretary-Gen-

16.10 and indicators 16.10.1 and 16.10.2,

eral’s Call to Action for Human Rights.

and 4) efforts to implement the Human

It would join the follow-up efforts of

Rights Council recommendations relat-

Member States in other UN fora that,

While the main pur-

based on extensive action-oriented dis-

pose would be – in compliance with the

cussions between Member States and

2016 IPDC Decision – to feed the Direc-

civil society on lessons learned and op-

tor-General’s biennial Report with data

portunities for strengthening meaningful

and strengthen the analysis, it would, at

participation, have presented concrete

the same time, provide information to the

recommendations

Executive Board Report on the status of

Member States and 264 CSOs.

ed to Article 19.

150

endorsed

by

52

151

the implementation of the UN Plan of Action, which is submitted by the Secretariat

Civil society, including National Commis-

to UNESCO’s Executive Board on a regular

sions, National Human Rights Institutions

basis. Finally, it would also contribute – in

and professional associations, should:

terms of transparency and accountability

— Seek ways to monitor, document and

– to the efforts of the wider UN system.

verify attacks against artists, journalists
and scientific researchers – based on

Member States should:

the lessons learnt from the implementa-

— Appoint a focal point on the issue of safe-

tion of the UN Plan of Action at country

ty and impunity with the remit to coordi-

level, in order to play the critical function

nate the monitoring as part of Member

that

States’ fulfillment of the implementation

for the protection of these professional

of UNESCO’s normative instruments in

groups.152 In order to enhance collective

relation to artists, journalists and scientific

action as well as impact, CSOs from the

researchers.

culture and science sectors could en-

underpins

national

mechanisms

— Demonstrate their political support for

gage with the media rights organizations

UNESCO’s normative role by participat-

and others working in defense of human

ing in periodic monitoring exercises and

rights. Such partnerships could develop

by putting in place mechanisms to sys-

the expertise in documenting, monitoring

tematically collect information and data,

and advocating freedom of expression as

statistics and best practices that will

a cross-sectoral challenge. Focus could

feed into UNESCO’s report on the im-

be on the exchange of best practices for

plementation of its profession-related

providing information to UNESCO and
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other UN agencies, as well as conducting

Member States should:

investigations into particular cases.

— Consider greater inclusion of the issue
of the safety of artists, journalists and

STRATEGIC DIRECTION
NO. 3: UN COORDINATION

scientific researchers in the processes of
the relevant UN Human Rights bodies,
including the UPR and National Volun-

UNESCO should:

tary Reviews in relation to the SDG imple-

— Officially inform relevant counterparts of

mentation. For instance, States, ahead of

the publication of UNESCO reports that

suggesting UPR recommendations, may

cover the issues of artistic freedom, sci-

consult the UNESCO observatory of killed

entific freedom, media freedom and free-

journalists, and other relevant sources

dom of expression of professional groups,

related to artists or scientific researchers,

notably OHCHR, relevant Treaty Bodies

to see whether the country under review

and Special Rapporteurs, ECOSOC, UN

has responded to UNESCO’s request for

Women and other relevant UN agencies,

information or periodic report.

entities, and funds and programmes.

— Encourage, in the context of the Universal

— Consider the feasibility of facilitating

Periodic Review, the State under review

a UN endorsement of action plans for

to ensure that safety issues, not only in

artists and scientific researchers, based

relation to journalists, but also artists or

on the lessons learnt regarding the work

scientific researchers, will be addressed

on the safety of journalists. A first step

more actively in accordance with the rel-

could be to raise this issue within the

evant normative instruments, and to re-

UN Chief Executive Board.

port on progress on these issues at its

— In line with UNESCO’s mandate repli-

next review. This would promote account-

cate the good practice of the CI Sector to

ability and facilitate efforts to improve the

contribute with information on the safety

situation of freedom of expression.

of journalists, and thus to engage more

— Demonstrate political support to UNES-

actively in submitting information to UPR

CO as convener of a possible inter-agency

processes, also in the CLT sector, to report

meeting for all relevant UN agencies. The

on the safety of artists and artistic freedom

purpose should be to promote enhanced

– and in the SHS sector to report on the

UN coordination of the handling of is-

safety of scientific researchers and sci-

sues related to the safety of both artists,

entific freedom. The UNESCO Guidelines

scientific researchers and journalists.

for UN Country Teams with practical

An inter-sectoral aproach should be

advice could serve as inspiration.

promoted as a key feature going forward.
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Civil society, including UNESCO National
Commissions, National Human Rights
Institutions and professional associations
should:
— Cooperate and undertake capacity-building activities to enable CSO submissions
to the UPR, providing information on the
situation of freedom of expression for
artists, journalists and scientific researchers. The UN system relies increasingly on
input

from

National

Human

Rights

Institutions (NHRI) to assess the human
rights situation in countries. NHRIs with
a significant international mandate, such
as the Danish Institute for Human Rights,
play a crucial role in developing the
capacity and influence of other NHRIs.
Such CSO information may also be referenced within the framwork of UNESCO’s monitoring system with the view of
strengthening the global knowledge base
and facilitating joint calls for action and
follow-up, sending the important message of zero tolerance against attacks on
critical voices.
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The COVID-19 pandemic has led governments to adopt restrictive
emergency measures in order to overcome the spread of the virus. Some
of these measures have gone beyond what can reasonably be argued as
responses to the health crisis, based on the general principles of necessity,
legality, proportionality and transparency.
This is especially true for limits on freedom of expression for artists,
journalists and scientific researchers. The voices of these professional
groups – and their freedom of expression, their artistic freedom and their
scientific freedom – are critical for democratic discourse and innovation
in any society.
The international community must monitor the full roll back of COVID-19
emergency measures as the crisis comes under control in more and
more countries. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, UNESCO, has an important role to play in this endeavour.
As the guardian of a number of specific instruments covering the rights
and professional standards of artists, journalists and scientific researchers,
UNESCO must intensify its monitoring of developments in these areas.
Similarly, UNESCO must strengthen its cooperation with other parts of
United Nations human rights system, especially its evidence gathering in
the context of the Universal Periodic Review (UPR). This will allow dialogue
between Member States on the situations in all countries with respect to
the rights of the three professional groups.
This Report proposes a vision of alliances across the three professional
groups. It contains 25 specific recommendations – to UNESCO, to Member
States and to civil society – to strengthen the human rights work of the
organization, both in raising awareness and in monitoring the freedom of
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